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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Results. It is the objectof thispaperto provea theoremin homowhich followsas Theorem1.1.1. In statingit, we use one
topy-theory,
A
definition. continuousproductwith unit on a space X is a continuous
map p: X x X -X with a pointe of X such that p(x, e) = p(e, x) = x.
An H-space is a space whichadmitsa continuousproductwith unit. For
the remainingnotations,whichare standardin homotopy-theory,
we refer the readerto [15], [16]. In particular,Hm(Y; G) is the mthsingular
cohomology
groupof the space Y withcoefficients
in the groupG.
THEOREM1.1.1. Unless n = 1, 2, 4 or 8, we have thefollowingconclu-

sions:
(a) The sphere Sn-1is not an H-space.
(b) In the homotopygroup r2~n3(Sn-1),the Whitehead product
[tn-iyen-l is non-zero.
(c) There is no elementof Hopf invariant one [17] in w2rn1(Sn).
(d) Let K = SmUEm+n be a CW-complexformed by attaching an
(m + n)-cell Em+nto them-sphereSm. Then theSteenrodsquare [31]
Sqn: Hm(K;

Hm+n(K;

Z2)-

Z2)

is zero.
It is a classical resultthat the four conclusionsare equivalent [36],
[31]. Variousresultsin homotopy-theory
have been shownto depend on
the truthor falsityof these conclusions. It is also classicalthat the conclusions are false forn = 2, 4 and 8. In fact, the systemsof complex
numbers,quaternionsand Cayleynumbersprovidecontinuousproducts
on the euclideanspaces R2,R4 and RI; fromthese one obtains products
on the unit spheresin these spaces, that is, on S1, S3 and S7. (See [16].)
The case n = 1 is bothtrivialand exceptional,and we agree to exclude
it fromthis pointon.
The remarksabove, and certainotherknowntheorems,may be summarizedby the followingdiagramof implications.
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Rn is a normed algebra over the reals at = n =

2, 4,

or 8.

Rnis a divisionalgebra over the reals --- n =2
Sn-1,with its usual differentiable
n = 2 4 or 8
2
) (6)
structure,is parallelisable
Sn-1,with some (perhapsextraordinary)
differentiable
structure,is parallelisable
s0

Sn-1

t~(5)

is an H-space

There is an elementof Hopf invariantone in

11(1)
n=

2 or 4r

j~I(2)
n=

2m

(3)
n # 16

-(Sn)
212n

(4)
n

= 2,4, or 8.

The implications(1), (2), (3) representcases of Theorem1.1.1 which
are already known. In fact, (1) is due to G. W. Whitehead[36]; (2) is
due to J. Adem [4]; and (3) is due to H. Toda [34], who used an elegant
lemma in homotopy-theory
and extensivecalculationsof the homotopy
groupsof spheres.
The implication(4) is just Theorem1.1.1. The implication(5) is due
to A. Dold, in answer to a questionof A. Borel. (We remarkthat Theorem 1.1.1 impliesstrongresultson the non-parallelizability
of manifolds:
see Kervaire[22].) The implication(6) was provedindependentlyby M.
Kervaire [21] and by R. Bott and J. Milnor[8]. In each case, it was deduced fromdeep resultsof R. Bott [7] on the orthogonalgroups.
A summaryofthe presentworkappearedas [3]. The firstdraftof this
paper was mimeographed
by Princeton;I am mostgratefulto all those
who offeredcriticismsand suggestions,and especiallyto J. Stasheff.
1.2. Method. Theorem1.1.1 willbe provedbyestablishingconclusion
(d). The methodmay be explainedby analogywith Adem's proof[4] in
the case n # 2r. In case n = 6, forexample,Adem relieson the relation
Sq6 = Sq2Sq4 +

Sq5Sq1.

Now, in a complexK = Sm U Em+6,the compositeoperationsSq2Sq4and
Sq5Sq': Hm(K; Z2)
Hm+6(K; Z2) will be zero, since Hm+4(K; Z2) and
Hm+'(K; Z2) are zero. Therefore Sq6: Hm(K; Z2)
Hm+6(Kf; Z2) is zero.
-

-
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The method fails in the case n = 2', because in this case Sqn is not
decomposablein termsof operationsof the firstkind.
We thereforeproceedby showingthat Sqnis decomposablein termsof
operations of thesecondkind (in case n = 2r,r > 4). (cf. [2, ? 1]). We
next explainwhat sortof decomposition
is meant.
Suppose that n = 2k+1, k > 3, and that u e Hm(X; Z2) is a cohomology
class such that Sq2(u)= 0 for0 ? i ? k. Thencertaincohomology
operationsof the secondkindare definedon u; forexample,
/34(U) e Hm+'(X;

Z2) /SqlHnm(X; Z2)

'1(u) e Hm3(X;Z2)

i

Sq2Hm+l(X; Z2)

+

Sq3Hm(X;Z2)

and so on. In fact, in ? 4.2 of this paper we shall obtain a systemof
secondaryoperationsId as indexed by pairs (i, j) of integerssuch that
o < i < j, j # i + 1. These operationswill be such that (with the data
above) (I,j(u) is definedif j ? k. The value of Pf(u) will be a coset in
Hq(X; Z2), whereq = m + (21+ 2' - 1); let us write
,i,y(u) e H*(X; Z2) /Q*(X;

i, j) .

We do not need to give the definition
of Q*(X; i, j) here; however,as in
the examplesabove, it will be a certainsumofimagesof Steenrodoperations. (By a Steenrodoperation,we meana sumof compositesof Steenrod squares.)
Suppose it granted,then,that we shalldefinesuchoperationsatif. In
? 4.6 we shall also establisha formula,whichis the same for all spaces
X:-

Sqn(u)=

LJ;

J9kai JkjiJ(U)

moduloL

; J5k ai

.fkQ*(X;

i, j) .

In this formula,each at J kis a certainSteenrodoperation. We recall that
= 2k+1, k > 3.
Suppose it granted,then,that we shall provesuch a formula. Then
we may apply it to a complex K = Sm U El . If u e Hm(K; Z2), then
Sq2 (U) = 0 for0 < i < k. The cosets(i, (u) willthusbe definedforjvk;
and they will be cosets in zero groups. The formulawill be applicable,
and will show that Sqn(u)=O, modulozero. Theorem1.1.1 will thus follow immediately.

n

1.3. Secondaryoperations. It is clear,then,thatall the seriouswork
and properinvolvedin the proofwill be concernedwiththe construction
so far been
of
Two
methods
have
ties secondarycohomology
operations.
used to definesecondaryoperationswhichare stable. The firstmethod
is that of Adem [4]. This possesses the advantage that the operations
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definedare computable,at least in theory. Unfortunately,
it does not
give us muchinsightinto the propertiesof such operations. Moreover,
not all the operationswe need can be definedby this methodas it now
stands.
The second method,whichwe shall use, is that of the universalexample [6], [30]. This is a theoreticalmethod;it gives us some insight,
but it gives us no guaranteethat the operationsso definedare computable. Similarly,it sometimesshows (forexample) that one operationis
linearlydependenton certainothers,withoutyieldingthe coefficients
involved.
Both methodsshow that secondaryoperationsare connectedwith relationsbetweenprimaryoperations. For example,the Bocksteincoboundary /4 is connectedwiththe relationSq'Sql = 0; the Adem operation 1
is connectedwiththe relationSq2Sq2+ Sq3Sq'= 0.
It may appear to the readerthat what we say about " relations" in
this sectionis vague and imprecise;however,it willbe made preciselater
by the use of homologicalalgebra [13]; this is the propertool to use in
handlingrelations,and in handlingrelationsbetweenrelations.
In any event, it will be our concernin Chapter3 to set up a general
theoryof stable secondarycohomology
operations,and to show that to
every " relation " there is associated at least one correspondingsecondary operation. We study these operations,and the relations between them.
This theory,in fact, is not deep. However, it affordsa convenient
methodforhandlingoperations,by dealingwith the associated relations
instead. For example,we have said that 1 is "associated with" the relation Sq2Sq2+ Sq3Sq1= 0. We would expect the compositeoperation
Sq3q to be "associated with" the relation
( 1)

(Sq3Sq2)Sq2 + (Sq3Sq3)Sq1 = 0.

Similarly,we have said that/4 is "associatedwith" therelationSq1Sql= 0.
We wouldexpect the compositeoperationSq5/34to be "associated with"
the relation
(Sq5Sq1)Sq1 = 0.

(2)

But since Sq3Sq2= 0 and Sq3Sq3 = Sq5Sql, the relations(1), (2) coincide.
We wouldthereforeexpect to find
SqkI

=

Sq5/34

(modulosomethingas yet unknown).

And, in fact, the theoryto be presentedin Chapter3 will justifysuch
manipulations,and this is one of its objects.
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If we can do enoughalgebra, then,of a sortwhich involvesrelations
betweenthe Steenrodsquares, we expect to obtainrelationsof the form
0

(modulosomethingas yet unknown).
(Here we use "a" as a genericsymbolfora Steenrodoperation,and "'4"
as a genericsymbolfora secondaryoperation.) In particular,we shall
in fact obtain(in ? 4.6) a formula
bij

ai, j(Dis j=

E

jJ;J

5

ka ,J,k"Di, J(u) =

XSq2k+l(u)

such as we seek, but containingan undeterminedcoefficient
X.
To determinethe coefficient
X,it is sufficient
to applythe formulato a
suitableclass u in a suitable test-spaceX. We shall take forX the complex projectivespace P ofinfinitely-many
dimensions.Our problem,then,
reduces to calculating the operationsqI>j in this space P. This is performedin ? 4.5.
The plan of this paper is then as follows. In Chapter2 we do the algebraicwork; in Chapter3 we set up a generaltheoryof stable secondary
operations;in Chapter4 we make thoseapplicationsof the theorywhich
lead to Theorem1.1.1.
The reader may perhaps like to read ? 2.1 first,and then proceed
straightto Chapters 3 and 4, referringto Chapter 2 when forcedby
the applications.
CHAPTER 2. HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA

2.1. Introduction. In this chapter, we make those applicationsof
homologicalalgebra [13] whichare needed forwhat follows. From the
point of view of logic,therefore,this chapteris priorto Chapter4; but
fromthe pointof view of motivation,Chapter4 is priorto this one.
For an understandingof Chapter3, onlythe firstarticleof this chapter is requisite.
The plan of this chapteris as follows. In ?? 2.1, 2.2 we outline what
we need fromthe generaltheoryof homologicalalgebra,proceedingfrom
what is well knownto what is less well known. In ? 2.4 we state, and
begin to use, Milnor'stheoremon the structureof the Steenrodalgebra
A. In ? 2.5 we performthe essential step of calculatingExts,'(Z2,Z2) as
far as we need it. This workrelies on ? 2.4, and also relieson a certain
spectralsequencein homologicalalgebra. Thissequenceis set up in ? 2.3.
In the last section,? 2.6, we calculate Extst(M,Z2)(as far as we need it)
fora certainmoduleM that arises in Chapter4.
We now continueby recallingsome elementaryalgebraicnotions.
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The letter K will denotea fieldof coefficients,
usually the field Z, of
residueclasses moduloa fixedprimep.
A graded algebra A overK is an algebraoverK; qua vectorspace over
K, it is the directsum of components,A = Eq,0Aq; and these satisfy
1 eAO,Aq
qAr c Aq+r. The elementslyingin one componentAq are called
homogeneous
(of degree q). We shall be particularlyconcernedwith the
of
Steenrodalgebra [5], [12]. We shall give a formal,abstractdefinition
the Steenrodalgebra in ? 3.5; forpresentpurposesthe followingdescription is sufficient.If p = 2, the generatorsare the symbolsSqk, and the
relationsare those whichholdbetweenthe Steenrodsquares in the (mod
of everytopologicalspace. If p>2, the generatorsare the
2) cohomology
symbolsi3pand PI, and the relationsare those whichhold between the
Bocksteincoboundaryand the Steenrodcyclicreducedpowers,in the (mod
ofeverytopologicalspace. (Here we supposethe Bockstein
p) cohomology
defined
withoutsigns,so that it anticommuteswith suspencoboundary
sion.) The Steenrodalgebra is graded; the degreesof Sqk,,jp and PI are
k, 1 and 2(p

-

1)k.

A graded leftmoduleM over the graded algebra A is a leftmodule[9]
over the algebra A; qua vectorspace over K, it is the directsum of components,M = 1qMq; and these satisfyAq-MrC Mq+r. The elementslying in one componentMq are called homogeneous(of degree q). We shall
write deg (m) for the degree of a homogeneous element m, and the use

of this notationwill implythat m is homogeneous.When we speak of
free graded modulesoverthe graded algebraA, we understandthat they
have bases consistingof homogeneouselements.
We mustalso discussmaps betweengraded modules. A K-linearfunction f: M M' is said to be of degreer if we have f(Mq) c Mq'r. We
say that it is a leftA-mapif we proposeto writeit on the leftof its argument,and if it is A-linearin the sense that
-

f(am) = (-_1)qraf(m)

(where a e Aq).

Similarly,we call it a rightA-mapif we proposeto writeit on the right
of its argument,and if it is A-linearin the sense that
(aim)f = a(nf ) .

There is, of course, a (1-1) correspondencebetween left A-maps and
rightA-maps(of a fixeddegree r); it is given by
f(m)

= (-_ )r(M)f*

(where

m e Mq).

The two notionsare thus equivalent.
Sometimeswe have to deal with bigradedmodules;in that case the
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degree r whichshouldappear in these signs is the total degree.
It is clear that we can avoidsome signs by using rightA-maps;and in
Chapter 3 we will do this. In the present chapter, however,it is convenient to followthe receivednotationforthe bar construction,so we
will use leftA-maps. The passage fromone conventionto the otherwill
cause no trouble,as the applicationsare in characteristic2.
Let

4
P

QI
be a diagramof A-mapsin whichf and f' have degree r, whileg and g'
f

have degree s. Then we say that the diagramis anticommutative if
g'f=

(-1)rsf

g

We now beginto workthroughthe elementarynotionsof homological
algebra, in the case when our modules are graded. We shall suppose
given a graded algebra A overK whichis locallyfinite-dimensional;
that
is, EqrA, is finite-dimensional
foreach r. We shall also assume that A
is connected,that is, A0= K. Let M be a graded moduleover A which
is locallyfinitely-generated;
this is equivalentto saying that zq:rMq is
A free resolution of M consistsof the following.
finite-dimensional.
that AqCst c Cst+q. We
(i) A bigradedmoduleC = ES tCsuch
set C8 = EC8,,, and requirethat each C, is a (locallyfinitely-generated)
freemoduleover A.
(ii) An A-mapd: C C of bidegree (-1, 0), so that dC8,,c C5,-,l.
(Thus the total degree of d is -1). We writed,: C, C,
C-, forthe comof
ponents d.
(iii) An A-maps: CO M ofdegreezero. We requirethat the sequence
-

-

0

O-

<

eo

dids

CO

CS1

<E..

Cs

*

shouldbe exact, and we regardC as an acyclicchain complex.
Next, let L and N be leftand right graded A-modules. We have a
group
Hom' (C8, L)

whose elementsare the A-mapspt: CL of total degree - (s + t), so
that p(Cs,J) c Lt. t. Since C. is graded,we define
HomA(Cs, L) = EtHoms(C5, L)
and

HOPF INVARIANTONE
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:, HomA(CS,L).

We also have a group[13]
NOAC = JssN0ACS;
we bigradeit as follows;if n e N.,, c e Cs,, we set
n OA C e (NOAC)St+U .
We mayregardHomA(C, L) as a cochaincomplexand N OAC as a chain
complex,using the boundaries
HomA(C0,L)

-HomA(Cs-,
-. <

NOACO

(-NOACS-N1

L)

(ds)*

(d8)

+

HOMA(CS L)* *

NOACS

(Note that we have to define(ds)*ythat is, 1 0 dsyby the rule
(1 ? ds)(n 0 c) = (- 1)u(n 0 dsc)

wheren e Nu). We may write8 = Es (ds)*,a = s (ds)*
These complexesare determinedup to chain equivalenceby L, M, N.
In fact, given resolutionsC, C' of M, M', and given a map f: M- M'
we may extend it to a chain map g: C C'; moreover,such a map is
unique up to chain homotopy.Such chain maps (and homotopies)yield
cochain maps (and homotopies)of HomA(C,L). We thus see that the
cohomology
groupsof HomA(C,L) are independentof C (up to a natural
isomorphism),and are natural in M. We write Extsjt(M,L) for
in the sequence
Ker(ds+i)*/Im(ds)*
Hom'(Cs 1, L)

(ds)*

Hom'(Cs, L)

~~~~(ds+l)*
Hom' (Cs+l, L)

We also define
Ext~s(My L) = StExtSat

(M,

L)

Similarly for the homologygroups of NOAC, which are written
TorsAt(N,
M) or TorsA(N,
M).
We shall be particularlyconcernedwith the cases L = K, N = K. We
grade L = K by settingLo = K, Lq = 0 forq0.
The structureof L=K
an
as
A-moduleis thus unique (and trivial)since a(LO)=O if deg(a) > 0,
while the actionof Aois determinedby that of the unit. Similarlyfor
N=

K.

In the case L = K, N = K we have a formaldualitybetween Tor and
Ext. In fact, if V is a finite-dimensional
vectorspace overK, we write
V* forits dual. If V is a locallyfinite-dimensional
graded vectorspace
over K, we set
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V* = Eg(V.)*

and regard this as the dual in the graded case. Thus K 0ACS and
HomA(C8,K) are dual (graded) vectorspaces overK; the pairingis given
by
h(k0Ac) = h(kc)

for h e HomA(Cs,K), etc. The maps (d,)* and (d,)* are dual. Thus
Torl,(K, M)

and Ext,'j(M, K)

are dual vectorspaces over K.
We now introducesome furthernotionswhichare applicable because
AO= K. We set I(A) = 1q>OAq;and if N is a (graded) A-module,we set
J(N) = I(A) *N. (Thus J(N) is the kernelof the usual map N-o K0AN.)
We call a map f: NU N' minimal if Ker f c J(N). We call a resolution
minimal if the maps ds and e are minimal. The word " minimal" expressesthe intuitivenotionthat in constructingsuch a resolutionby the
usual inductiveprocess,we introduce(at each stage) as few A-freegeneratorsas possible.
It is easy to show that each (locallyfinitely-generated)
A-moduleM
has a minimalresolution. Any two minimalresolutionsof M are isomorphic.
We note that if C is a minimalresolutionof M, then

Tor,"(K, M)

(K09AC)St

Exts (M, K)

Hom' (Cs, K).

This is immediate,since the boundarya in K0AC

is zero, and so is the

coboundary 8 in HomA(C, K).

This concludesour surveyof the elementarynotionswhichare needed
in Chapter3.
2.2. General notions. In thissectionwe continueto surveythe general notionsof homologicalalgebrathat we shallhave occasionto use later.
We beginby settingup a lemmawhichformsa sortof converseto the
last remarksof ? 2.1. It arises in the followingcontext. Let
M

c-

CO

C1

<

Csl

be a partialresolutionof M; and set Z(s) = Ker(ds) n J(Cs). Then there
is a homomorphism
0: Z(s)

-

Tor'+1(K, M)

definedas follows. Extend the partialresolutionbyadjoiningsome C, 11,
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d,+1. Givenz e Z(s), take w e Cs+1such that d,+1w= z, and define
0(Z)

=

-

{10AW}

and naturalformaps
epimorphic,
We easily verifythat 0 is well-defined,
of M.
Next, let {goj be a K-base for TorA+1(K,M); choose z, e Z(s) so that
0(zi) = gi. Let Cs+, be an A-freemoduleon generatorsci in (1-1) correspondencewiththe zi, and of the same t-degrees;and define
ds+1: Cs+1-

Cs

by
dS+l(c%)= Zi

LEMMA2.2.1. The map ds+1is minimal, and if ds is also minimal,

then

Cs <

CS_1 <d

is exact. In this case {1 0AcJ

=

d+-'

CS+1

Go.

We shall use this lemmato constructminimalresolutionsin a convenient fashion. In thisapplication,sinceds willbe minimal,0 willbe defined
on Ker(ds).
PROOF. By the construction,we have dsds+l= 0. Moreover, if
Cs+ is not exact, we mayadd furthergeneratorsto
Cs + CS1 <
say) so that the sequence becomes exact. By
C'+1,
df+1,
(obtaining
Cs+,
of 0, the condition0(zi) = gi now yields
using the definition
gi .
We will now provethat d,+1is minimal. In fact, take an element
{1 OAcj}

=

z = L(Xi

+ ai)ct

of Ker(d,+1),with Xie K, a, e I(A). Then, on extendingour resolutionto
Cs <

s+1

C so

<

~~~s+2

S+2

9

we can findw such that d's+2w = z. Hence
8(1 0AW)

=

Et(l

0A

XEci)

That is, E Bags= 0. Thus Xi = 0 for each i, and z lies in J(Cs+1). We
have shownthat ds+lis minimal.
We now supposethat ds is minimal,so that Z(s) = Ker(ds). We wish
to provethe exactness. Suppose, as an inductivehypothesis,that
dS
d~~s+1,
dSlt '
Cs + 1,t
Cs, t <d
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smalln. One
is exact fort < n; thishypothesisis vacuousforsufficiently
mayverifythat the kernelof
0: Z(s)

kTor'+1 (K,

is J(ker(ds)). Hence any x in Z(s) n
X=

M)

can be writtenin the form

Cs,

,,Xz6 + E1(-1)8'f'afx,

with X,e K, a, e I(A), x, e Ker(ds), s(j)=deg(a,).
pothesis,xl = dcl+1w,,
say; hence
x

=

By the inductivehy-

ds+1(EX~c + E~afw).

This completesthe induction,and the proofof Lemma 2.2.1.
We next introduceproductsinto the cohomologygroups Ext. One
methodof doing this is due to Yoneda [37]. Let M, M', M" be three
A-modules,withresolutionsC, C', C". Let
Mf,

f:Cs
be A-maps of total degrees

-

g:C's,

(s + t),

-

yM

(s' + t'), such that fds+, = 0 and

similarlyforg, so thatf, g representelementsof
Exts, (M,

M ),

Exts' (MI, Ml').

Then we may forman anticommutative
diagram,as follows.
M e CO< - . . .<
yr+?-c0

..f

Cs.S(ds+
d'lf

M"

ON

C + '-

<

C

.

jfs/

jfi

C1 <

+SI

-

...<

C',s

.

19

Ml?

The compositemap (-1)(s+t)(s +t'gfS,representsan elementof
Exts~s't+t'(M Ml?)
(The sign is introducedfor conveniencelater.) By performingthe obvious verifications,
we see that this "composition"productgives us an
invariantly-defined
pairing fromExts' t' (M', M") and ExtS,1(M,M') to
Exts~s't+t(M, M"). This productis bilinearand associative.
Our next lemma states an elementaryrelation between this product
and the homomorphism
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0: Z(s)

TorA+1(K,M)

introducedabove. We firstset up some data.
Suppose givena K-linearfunctiona : A - K, of degree -t'(t' > 0), and
such that a(ab) =0 if a e I(A), b e I(A). That is, a is a primitiveelement
of A*. It followsthat a I I(A) is A-linear. Let us take a resolutionC' of
K, such that C' = A and e': CK is the projectionof A on A.. Then
the composite
di

a

C1
A -*K
is A-linear,and definesan element
hook
e Extlit(K, K)
dependingonlyon a.
Suppose given an elementh of Exts1t
(M, K); let C be a partial resolutionof M over A, and defineZ(s) = Ker(ds) n J(Cs), as above. Let x be
an element of Z(s) n C.,, and supposethat x can be writtenin the
formx = 1ac,, wherea, e I(A) and dscce J(C,-8). For example,if ds,
is minimal,then we can always writex in this form,by takingthe elementscffroman A-base of C,. In any case, we have
{1 (0ACI}

e

Tor,(K, M) .

LEMMA 2.2.2.

(huh)(Ox) =

,(cxa,)(h{1 0ACi})

Here, of course, the product (hh) (Ox) can be formed because
Exts+lt+t'(M,K) and TorA+1,t+t,
(K, M) are dual vectorspaces; similarlyfor
the producth {1 OAC} .
PROOF. In orderto obtainthe producthuh,it is properto extend the
partialresolutionC and set up the followingdiagram, in whichf is a
representativecocycleforh.
M

y CO<

..

<
Cs 4ds+i S+

.

d~ jfi

>/Ifa

K<

A

<

C1

K
We see that

......

*-
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(-1)
=

(S+1) (1+t')

(huh)(Ox)

acIdf1(d41jx)

=

afox =

(-l)s+t

= aEj-1)8")a(f~cj

()s+'afoEac

wheres(i) = (s + t)(1 + deg(aj))
(1Y) '(aaj(fce)
=
But h{1( ACi} - (fcj), and the onlytermswhichcontributeto the sum
have deg(as) - t'. This provesthe lemma.
We next introducethe bar construction,which gives us a standard
resolutionof K over A. Let us writeMODM' forM(&KM'. Thenwe set
A

(A)0 = K,

= A/AO,

B(A) = EJ0(A)

,

(A)s

(s > 0),

A(D(A)S-l
B(A) = A(B(A).
=

Thus, B(A) is a free A-module,and B(A) - KOAB(A). We write the
elements of (A)s and A? (A)S in the forms
I a.],

[a, I a2 1**

a[al

I a2

I

...

I a.]

K by
We also write a for a[ ]. We define an augmentation s: B(A)
s(1) = 1, s(I(A)) = 0, s(AO(A)s) = 0 if s > 0. We definea contracting
homotopyS in B(A) by Sao[al Ia2, .. I a.] = 1 [aoI a, I a2 I... Ia.]. We de-

finea boundaryd in B(A) by the inductiveformulaed(l) = 0, dS+Sd =
1 - e, d(am) = (- 1)"a(dm) (a e Aq). B(A) thus becomes a free, acyclic
resolutionof K over A. We take the induced boundaryd in B(A); its
homologyis thereforeTorA(K, K).
Explicitformsforthese boundariesare as follows(where a, e I(A) for
i >

1.)
dao [a, I a2 a... Ia.]

d [a, Ia2

= (+

1)E()aoal

rs

a.]

(-l)E(r)ao[alaI*

E1<<s

la.] =

[a2

(1)

r) [aI

I arar+i
I arar+ I ...

I1

as]

I aj]

where
s(r) = r + Eo,,,deg(a)

C(r) = r+?,1<s deg(a,)

,

It wouldthereforebe equivalentto set
I(A) = 1q>0Aq, I(A)0 = K,
anddefinetheboundary d:

I(A)S = I(A)0DI(A)s-,
I(A)S

B(A) = EJ(A)s

I(A)s- in B(A) by the formula given

above ford.
It is now easy to obtainthe vector-spacedual (B(A))* of B(A).
A* be the dual of A. We define A*

dual to (I(A))s. We may define

=

Let

A*IA*; A* is dual to I(A); (A*)S is

F(A*) = Eso(A*)s;
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F(A*) is dual to B(A). We writeelementsof F(A*) in the form
[a, Ia. 2IH.. Ia

wherea, e A*.

From the product map cp : A?( A

A we obtain a diagonal map

p=9*:

A* )A*
(A A*. (Here we definethe pairing of A* 0 A* and A? A by
(a? i,) (a ? b) = (aa) (,fb); we thus omitthe sign introducedby Milnor
[25]. Since the applicationsare in characteristic2, this is immaterial).
Let us write #(a) = Eual 0gall; we may now definethe coboundary
by

ds: (A*)s-1

a
ds [a, |2

where

a-]

=

,(A*)s

[a,

Ejrs;u(_1)8(ru)

I

a|* a**

a,-,1]

s(r,u) = r + deg(a',u)+ 71<1<rdeg(ai).

The coboundaryds is dual to dc; the cohomologyof F(A*) is therefore
ExtA(K,K). Of course, F(A*) is nothingbut the cobar construction[1]
on the coalgebraA*.
There is a second method of introducingproducts,which uses the
bar construction. In fact, we may define a cup-productof cochains
in F(A*) by
... I ajS [a,,,l I
a,
**It+,,].
**I a.G I aS+,
a,** +,Its ] = [al I
[a,1 I aV2
It is clear that it is associative,bilinearand satisfies
a2

as+2

I

8(xY)=(8x)Y + (-1)s+tx(8y)

Ias],t =E<ffs deg(aj).) Thereforeit induces an
(where x = [a, I a2
associative, bilinear product in the cohomologyof F(A*), that is, in
of cochainseven allowsus to define
ExtA(K, K). Indeed,thiscup-product
Massey products[23][24][35], etc.
We should show that this productcoincideswith the previousone (in
case M = M' = M" = K.) Let
f:AO(A)s)K

be an A-linearmap of degree -(s+t) such thatfd,+, = 0. The previous
methodrequiresus to constructcertainfunctions
fs:

A0(A)s+s'

-

AQ(A)s'.

We may do this by setting
fs,(ao[al Ia2

' * *
*

as+s,]) =

(- 1)a[a

a2

*
as81f
[as,+as+sI]

where e = (s + t)(s' + t') and t' = 5705s, deg(ai).
mediatethat the two productscoincide.

From this it is im-
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set of
A thirdmethodof definingproductsis usefulundera different
conditions.Before proceedingto state them,we give A? A the structure of a graded algebra by setting
deg(al? a2) = deg(al) + deg(a2)
and
(al1a2)(a3Oa4)

= (-1)8(ala3Oga2a4)

where
e = deg(a2)deg(a3)
Similarly,if M1,M2are (graded) A-modules,we give M10 M2the structure of a graded A? A-moduleby setting
deg (mln

iM2) =

deg(ml) + deg

(M2)

and
(al1

a2) (ml 0 M2)

(-

=

1)8(alm,1 0 a2m2)

where
e = deg(a2) deg(ml) .

We now supposethat A is a Hopf algebra [25][26]. That is, there is
givena "diagonal" or "co-product"map
A: A-+AOA

of algebras. It is required that * should be
which is a homomorphism
"co-associative",in the sense that the followingdiagramis commutative.
A
AOA

A

AA
(D

-*AOAOA

(This diagramis obtainedfromthat whichexpressesthe associativityof
a productmap, by reversingthe arrows.) Lastly, it is required that +
shouldhave a " co-unit",in a similarsense.
Let C be a resolutionof K over A. We may formCOC, and give it a
firstgradingby setting

Cs,
(CO C)Sf= ES+S1-S11CS
Here, each summandis a (graded) moduleover A? A. We give CO C a
boundaryby the rule
d(xoy) = dxoy + (-1)S+tx~dy

(x e Cs,);
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the complexC? C is acyclic. We may thus constructa map
A :CCgC

compatiblewith the map J of operations,and withthe canonicalisomorphismK K? K. The map A inducesa product
p : HomA(C,K)O3HomA(C,K)

HomA(C,K).

-

By performingthe obvious verifications,
one sees that this product
yieldsan invariantly-defined
pairingfromExtst(K, K) and Exts'f"(K,K)
to Exts+s't+t'(K,K). This productis bilinearand associative. Moreover,
if the diagonalmap * ofA is anticommutative,
thenone easilysees (as in
[13, Chapter XI]) that this productis anticommutative,the sign being
We shouldnext showthat thisproductcoincideswiththe previousone,
definedusing the bar construction.In fact,ifwe take C ==B(A), we may
constructa map A by using the contractinghomotopy
T = SQ1 + CQS
in B(A) 0B(A); we use the inductiveformulae
A() 1 (g)1,
/AS= TA,
A(am) = (*a) (Am) Let us write#(a,) =-Ea'D 0a", leavingthe parameterin this summation
to be understood;and supposedeg(ar)>0 for1? r< q. Then we find

(-1)E[aIa21

a'] ( a'a' **ajr+1 I * laj
where e-=
deg(a"')(1 + deg(a')). The resultingproductp in
HomA(B(A), K) coincideswith the cup-productin F(A*) given by
A[al I a2

1*

aq]. =

I
[a,1 I a:2 I.. * a,|Q]

OEr:5q

[afr+1

I

a~r+2 |

* *|a,]

= [al1

a2 I ..

ja
|Qr

I

ar+

I ..

I aj ~q

These two productsin ExtA(K,K) thus coincide. From this we can
make two deductions. First, the productdefinedusing the diagonalmap
J

in A is independent of *.

Secondly, if the algebra A should happen to

admitan anticommutative
diagonal*, thenthe cup-productsdefinedusing the bar construction
are anticommutative.This would not be true
fora generalalgebra A.
Let us now assume that the diagonal* in A is anticommutative;let
us set C = B(A), and let p: C?C
COC be the map which permutes
the two factorsand introducesthe appropriatesign. We will definean
explicitchain homotopyX betweenthe maps
-

A, pA : C *CC.
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We do this by the followinginductiveformulae:
0

X(1)

XS= T(pA
X(am)

=

(-1)

TX

- A)S-

.

dega#(a)X(m)

We will now assume K = Z2, since this is satisfiedin the applications;
we may thus omitthe signs. We have the followingexplicitformulafor
-a'Ialala+lla]
-tr~[a'~~ aa~~~~ aIa',,~ta',,.
+a +***a"[arlIa
t
I ar'+2
-r+l
ar2
a~~~~(a
r*a!'
< q12
EO-<t~~~~~Xa'a'

X[a, Ia2lea,,]=:

I

a"]
. I a.]

that#(ar)= r
r
(Here,ofcourse,we have again used theconvention
Passing to the complexB(A), and then to its dual F(A*), we obtain a
product - in F(A*), satisfyingthe usual formula
+ X
8(x -1y) = Sx -1y + X 18-18y

-

y+ y

-

X.

To give an explicitformforthis product,we recall that if A is a Hopf
algebra, then its dual A* is also a Hopf algebra, withq* forproductand
9* fordiagonal. This gives sense to the followingexplicitformula.
[a,

a2 ...

aP]l[1

132 ..q]

1
1a| 2 fl2 I| a*|
I a a(r
Here we have writtenthe iterateddiagonal P: A*
1i7rsp[al

aa2

q)l3qar+l I a*p]

I...

T(afr)

=

E

>

(A*)q in the form

Q2) 8 ***(23a(q)
a"r)O a(

the parameterin the summationbeingleft to be understood.
In particular,we have
[a,1]- [a2]
[a,1 aa 2] - [a3]
a
[a1 a 2] -1 [a3 a4]

=

[a1a2]

=

[a1a3 I a2] + [a1

=

E

2a3]

[a'a3 I a('a4 a2] +

E

[a,1I aa3 I 'aj.

This concludesthe presentsurveyof generalnotions.
2.3. A spectral sequence. In this sectionwe establish a spectral sequence which is needed in our calculations. It arises in the following
situation.
Let P be a (connected)Hopf algebra [26] over a fieldK, and let A be a
Hopf subalgebra of F. We will supposethat A is central in F, in the
sense that
ab = (-1)tuba

if a e

At,

b eP
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This alreadyimpliesthat A is normal in F, in the sense that
I(A) .F = FPI(A),

whereI(A) = E,,0A, (cf. [13,ChapterXVI, ?6]). We definethe quotient
i2 FP//Aby
F//A= F/(I(A).F)
(cf. [13], loc. cit.)
To simplify the notation, we define HS t(A) = Exts,'(K, K), HS(A) =

Exts(K, K), whereA is a connected,graded algebra over K.
We now take the (bigraded)cochaincomplexF(F*), withthe cup-product definedabove. We filterit by setting
[a, I a2 I .. I aS] e F(F*)(P)

if ai annihilatesI(A) forp values of i.
THEOREM 2.3.1. This filtration of F(F*) definesa spectral sequence
with cup-products,such that:
( i ) E,. gives a composition-series
for H*(F).
(ii) E2 = H*(A)(8H*(f2).
Here thering-structureof theright-handside is definedby
= (_1)(P+t)(q+u)(xz~yw)

(X0y)(ZOW)

wherey e HP't(f2),z e Hq u(A).
(iii) The isomorphism
q-2 _ Hq(A) ? K

is induced bythenatural map F(F*)
E2P"

=-K ? HP(Q2)

Hq(A)

F(A*). The isomorphism
HP(Q2)

is induced bythenatural map F(f2*) , F(*).
This spectralsequence was used in [2]; the author supposes that it
coincideswith that given in [13,ChapterXVI], but thisis notrelevantto
the applications.
In [13] it is assumed that F is free(or at least projective)as a (left or
right)moduleover A. In our case, thisfollowsfromthe assumptionthat
r is a Hopf algebra and A a Hopf subalgebra. Thus, if {oJ} is a K-base
for 2,with(o = 1, and if Tfis a representativeforAdin r, with y1= 1,
then {-i} is a (left or right) A-base for r (see [26]). This is the only
use we make of the diagonalstructureof F and A.
We begin the proofof the theoremin homology,by consideringthe
(bigraded)chain complexB(F). We filterit by setting
[a, I a2 I ... la] e B(F)( p
if

ai

e I(A) for (s

-

p) values of i. Each

B(F)(P)

is closed for d; we thus
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obtaina spectralsequence, whose termEd givesa compositionseries for
H(F) - Torl(K, K). We have to calculate E2. To this end, we begin
by calculatingthe homologyof certainsubcomplexesof B(r).
Let us consider
A0(B)(P)

+

)
rPB(r0(P-)
-B(,0

r

)(P-1).

Both are closed for d, and the firstis also closed for S, hence acyclic.
Consider
C(P) = A0B(F)(P)

+ r1s(r)(P-lv1rPs(r)(P-1).

LEMMA2.3.2.
Hs(C(P))!!:

)p

{(

0

(s =

(s

=

)

p)

The isomorphismfor s = p is obtainedbyprojectingA to K and (F)P to
(W)P.

(Here, of course,the suffixs refersto the firstgrading.)
PROOF. This is certainly true for p = 0, since A0 B(F)('0 = B(A). As
an inductivehypothesis,suppose it true for p. Consider the following
chain complexes.
C' =

+ rP0B(P)(P-1))

0rOB(r)(P)/(AOB(r)(P)

C"l = (A0B(F)(P+l) + r?B(r)(P))/(A?B(r)(P)
C(P+l) = (A?B(P)(P+1)

+ F?B(L)(P))/(r

+ rB(r)(P-1))

0 B(L)(P))

We have an exact sequence
0

) C'

'cC"

C(P+)

0

and hence an exact homologysequence. We knowthat H*(C") = 0; we
may findH*(C') by expressingC' as a directsum. Let Qyi} be a right
= 1, as above; we may definean antichainmap
A-base for r, with y/1
C(P) C' by
fAb:
f(x)

= 7iX;

fi is monomorphic(if i > 1) and

C' = EiJAC'p)
We deduce that
H8(C')

{(f)P+1

0

(s
(s =

p)
p).
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The isomorphismfors = p is obtainedby projectingr to &2and (r)P to
(f2)P. Now, in the exact homologysequence, we have
d: Hs+l(C(P+l))

HS(CI)

fromthis we see that the lemmais true for(p+ 1). This provesthe lemma, by inductionover p.
We now note that C(P) is a free(left) A-module,and
B(r)(P)B(r)(P-l) =- K?AC(P);

is a chain map. Thereforethe termE1 of the spectral
this isomorphism

sequence is given by

El q

Hp+J(B(1P)(/B(r)P1)
Hp+q(K(AC(P))

Torq(K, (K()p)
Tor A(Kg K) (g)QP.

The last step uses the fact that (2)p, qua H(C

(P)),

has trivial operations

fromA (see Lemma 2.3.2.)
In orderto calculate E2,q, we need explicitchain equivalencesbetween
B(A)?gr

and

B(r)(P)/B(r)(P-l)

In one directionthe map is easy. Let r : r
finea map
v: C 'P)

&i2be the projection. De-

B(A) (& (f)y

by
vabalIa2

ap+q]= a [a,

aq] ? [raq+l 7*ap+q]

Then v is a A-map,a chain map (if the boundaryin B(A) 0 (&2)Pis d 0&1)
and induces the isomorphismof homologyestablished above. By the
uniquenesstheoremin homologicalalgebra, the inducedmap
V*: B(r)(P)IB(F)(P-1)

B(A) (D (f)y

is a chain equivalence.
We have not yet made any essentialuse of the fact that A is central
in 17. However,this factis required;it ensuresthat H*(A) (whichis analogous to the homologyof the fibre)has simple operationsfromQ2. We
use it in constructingthe equivalencein the otherdirection.
We definea product

B
M:B(A)0(P)

B(r)

as follows,using shuffles[14]. Take elements
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a [a, I a2

*..

I aq] e B(A)

b[ biIb2 I... I bp,]e B(r)

Let C1, C2, ,..' cp+qconsistof the ai and b, in some order;we requirethat
the at occurin theircorrectrelativeorderand that the b, occur in their
correctrelative order. We call such a set c = {Ck} a shuffle. Let us
writeE n I P insteadof En if the proposition
P has a complicatedform.
Then we definethe signature (- 1)8'c)of a shuffle
by

;(c) = E(1 + deg(ai))(1 + deg(b)) Ia,

= ce,

b, = cl,k >

.

We also set
=X(1 + deg(ai))(deg(b))
We now define

p(a[alIa2 I ..*aq] 0 b[b,Ib2 * Ibp])=

I . . . ICp+q],
ci-(1)8i(c)+ab[cl C21

I

LEMMA 2.3.3. dpi(x0 y) = pi(dx0 y) + (- 1)9+ta(x 0 dy) (where
x e B(A)q,t)

This lemma, of course,is the usual one forshuffle-products
(see [14]);
it dependson the fact that A is centralin r.
If we restricty to lie in (L)P, and pass to the tensor-product
with K,
we obtainan inducedmap

*:B(A) (&3(F)-"> B(F)''
Its explicitformis

p*([alIa2 I **aq]j [b,Ib2I * Ibp])=

j(1Y

(C)[Cl

0
C2 I . .

Cp+q].

It satisfies
dp*(xXy) = [t*(dxXy) +

(-1)q+tla*(X

dy)

f by l(w%)= e/,where {Mw},{yJiare bases
We definea K-map 1: ?2 F
forQ2,F over K, A, as above. We may now define

A:B(A)X&(Q)p

> C(P)

by
a'(XWy) = {a(AXXPY)}

Then A'is a A-map,a chain map,and inducesthe correctisomorphism
of
homology,On passing to tensorproductswith K, we obtain an induced
map
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A':B(A)O(f2()-

, B(F)'P)IB(F)(P-1)

which,as before,is a chain equivalence. We even have *
The equivalence,4, then,is just the composite
B(A) (g (f2)P

X

B*,B(P)(p

B(A) 0(IF)P

=

1.

B(1r)(P)1B(r)(P-l)

LEMMA 2.3.4. The followingdiagram is commutative.

d>

Eplq
Ij*T

_

p lxq
{v**

B(A)
0 (f2Y) o1qt1d

Hq(B(A) 0 (2)P-1)

(It is, of course,impliedthat this v** is the one definedfor dimension
(p-1).)

PROOF. Take x e B(A)qt such that dx = 0, and y e (f2)P,so that xgy
is a representativeforan elementof Hq(B(A)0 (&2)P). Then the following elementsrepresentv du' * {x D y}:

>*dy*(10(P)

(x 0()

V=>*p*((_l)q+tx
= (_

0 dlay)

)q+t(Jerp-l)(Xe

= (-l)q+t(x

(

dly)

drwly)

= (-l)q+t(xody)

This provesthe lemma.
We concludethat
Epq

Hq(B(A)) 03Hp,(B(f2))@

are inducedby p **and i**. We note that the isoInverse isomorphisms
morphisms
Hq(B(A))
Ep20

Hq(B(A)(? K)

KO(3H,.(B(f2))Hlp

Eoq
(B(M))

are inducedby the naturalmaps B(A) B(F), B(r)
B(&2).
Let us now pass to the vector-spacedual of this spectral sequence. It
in whichF(r*) 'P'is the annihilator
is obtainedbygivingF(F*) a filtration
of B(J)(P-1).This is the filtration
originallydescribed. The cup-products
satisfy
F(r*)(P'

F(r*)(Pt) C F(r*)(P+P')

.

We thus have a spectralsequence with products. We have obtained
the wholeof Theorem2.3.1, except that part whichrelates to the ringstructureof E2.
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To obtainthis ring-structure,
we considerthe isomorphism
El

=-HQ(F(A*)) 0 (*)P

dual to * and v**. It may be describedas follows. Let x be a cocycle
of dimensionq in F(A*), and let y be a cochainin (f2*)P. Let x' be a cochain in F(F*) such that idx' = x, where i: A

r is the inclusion. Then

{x'-ry} is an elementof El, independentof the choice of x'; and V**,
the dual of v**, maps {x} 0y to {x'-.*y}.
Next, let x, z be cocyclesin F(A*), representingelementsof HQ' u'(A),
Hqu(A). Let y, w be cochainsin F(f2*), of bidegrees (p, t), (p', t'). Let
x', z' be cochainsin F(F*) such that i*x' = x, i*z' = z. Then
**({x}

0 y) - **({z}

{x'- * *y z'.

X w) =

7*w}

Now let X be a cyclein B(A), of dimensionq + q', and let Y be a chain
in B(f2), of dimensionp + p'. Inspectingthe definitionof the shuffleproduct,we see
{ XfC*Y *Z'e*MW

-P ?*( {X}

0 Y) = (_l)(P+t)

(q+u)

({Xz}

{X})((yw)Y)

That is,
4*(@**({X}

0y)_ **({z}

Ow))

=

)(P+t)(q +u) {xz} ?yw

(-

We have shownthat the isomorphism
-=H (F(A*)) O (*)P
preservesthe ring-structure.Thereforethe inducedisomorphism
of El
does so. This completesthe proofof Theorem2.3.1.
E l

2.4. Milnor's descriptionof A. In this sectionwe recall J. Milnor's
elegant descriptionof the Steenrodalgebra A [25], and begin to deduce
fromit the resultswe shall need later.
We recall that the modp Steenrodalgebra A is a Hopf algebra; that
is, besides having a productmap q- A? A A, it has a diagonalmap
*: A A? A, and these satisfycertain axioms. The diagonal f may
be describedas follows. We have an isomorphism
-

-

v: H*(X x Y; Z.)

-

H*(X; Zp)0OH*(Y; Z.)

given by the external cup-product. The left-handside admits operationsfromA; the right-handside admitsoperationsfromA? A, defined
as in ? 2.3. There is one and onlyone function

: A O-A0A
A
such that
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>(ah) = A(a)>(h)

for all X, Y, a and h. (This may be shown,forexample,by the method
of ? 3.9.)
We make the identification
(A? A)* = A* A*; A* thus becomes a
Hopf algebra, whose productand diagonalmaps are the duals of f and
qp. We now quote Milnor'stheorem[25] on the structureof A*, in the
case p = 2.

THEOREM2.4.1.

( i ) A* is a polynomial algebra on generators a,, i = 1, 2,..., of grading 21 - 1.
( ii) qP*ek =
(where
l+ j=ktj%21
O= 1).
(iii) e4(Sqk) = 1 and m(Sqk) = 0 for any othermonomialm in theh.
It is possibleto describethe elementsat verysimply. In fact, consider H*(r, 1; Z2) for7 = Z2; this is a polynomialalgebra on one generator
x of dimension1. If a e A, thenax is primitive,so that
ax

=

EC>oXiX2

with Xi e

Z2

.

We defineof by t(a) = Xi. The elements of are thus closely connected
with the Thom-Serre-Cartan
representation[30], [12] of A. In fact, consider H*(r, 1; Z2), where w is a finitevectorspace over Z2; this is a polynomial algebra on generatorsx1,x2,... I,xa of dimension1. If a e A, we
have
a(XlX2... **x)

=

.((4.J

**%)a)Xix2 X2..*X21

We now pass on to the study of certain quotient algebras of A. It
is immediatethat the generatorshiof A* which satisfy 1 ? i ? n generate a Hopf subalgebraof A*; call it A*. The dual of An*is a Hopf algebra Qn,whichis a quotientof A. We have
if t < 2n - 2
H
HSt(Qn)
(A)
For each n, Qnis a quotientof Qn+1.
Now, suppose we are given an epimorphism7r: r Q of connected
Hopf algebras, and supposethat the dual monomorphism
r*: Q* 0r*
embedsQ* as a normalsubalgebraof r* (see ? 2.3). Then we may form
the quotient r*PQ*, whichis again a Hopf algebra; let us call its dual
A, so that A* = p*//f*;
then A is embeddedmonomorphically
in F.
LEMMA 2.4.2. If A, r, f2 are as above,then A is normal in r, and
F//A f2.

This lemmais an exercisein handlingHopfalgebras[26]; we onlysketch
the proof. It is trivialthat
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I(A) .- c Kerr ,

rPI(A) c Kerr;

we have to provethe oppositeinclusions. We see that A is the kernelof
the compositemap

r -,r~gr-

regf;

call this composite X. We see that if
X(x) e Jr>mMr, f2

then
X(x) e AmO(&2 + Er>m r0

f2

Now suppose wx= 0. By an inductiveprocess,using x(x), we may subtract fromx productsyz withy e Am,m>0; we finallyobtain a new x'
with x(x') = 0. This shows that Ker 7 c I(A) -P; similarlyforP-I(A).
We may apply this lemma to the epimorphismQn, Q,1 introduced
above. We see that in this application,r* and f* becomeA* and An*.
that is, a polynomialalgebra on one
Thus A* = r*//&2*
becomesA*//An*-,
-

generator tn whose diagonal is given by

tn = On($1 + 1Xn4
We writeKn forthe corresponding
algebra A; it is a divided polynomial
algebra.
Since we propose to applythe spectralsequence of ? 2.3 to the case
A = Kn,r= Qn,we shouldshow that Kn is centralin Qn. We may proceed in the duals, by showingthat the followingdiagramis commutative.
An*

)An* $2) An*IIAn*-

A*//A*0( A*
(Here, of course, p is the map whichpermutesthe two factors.) Since
each map is multiplicative,we need onlycheckthe commutativity
on the
generators,forwhichit is immediate.
The readermay care to comparethe workof this sectionwiththat of
[2, ? 5].
2.5. Calculations. In this sectionwe provewhat we need about the
of the (mod2) Steenrodalgebra A. The resultis:cohomology
2.5.1.
( 0) H0(A) has as a base theunit element1.
( 1 ) HI(A) has as a base theelementshi = {[

THEOREM

]} for i = O, 1, 2,....
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(2) In H2(A) we have hi+1h= 0. H2(A) admits as a base theproducts
hjhifor whichj ? i > 0 and j # i + 1.
(3 ) In H3(A) we have therelations
h+ 2h2=

h3

hz+2hA=

0

for whichk > j > i > 0 and removethe
If we take theproductshkhjhi
products
hj+lhjhi y

hthi+2,

hkhi+lhi,

hi+2hs,

thentheremaining productsare linearly independentin H3(A).
We propose to provethis theoremby consideringa familyof spectral
sequences. The nth spectralsequence, say ,Er" will be obtainedby applying? 2.3 to the algebras
A = Kn,
r = Qn t f2= Qn-1
In these spectralsequences, we knowH*(Kn); we have Q1- K1, so that
about H*(Qn) by inH*(Q1) is known;we proposeto obtaininformation
ductionover n.
We will now give names to the cohomologyclasses which will appear
in our calculations. Let hnXbe the generator{[f2i]} in H1(Kn);H*(Kn)is
thus a polynomialalgebra on the generatorshni, where i = 0, 1, 2,
We shall writeh,(insteadof hli) forthe generator{[2]} in H1(Q1),or for
its image in H'(Qn).
We definethe class gn-li in H2(Qn-1)by
i 9

gn-li= n-hn=

where J: H1(Kn) H2(Qn-1) is the transgression.The class gnl, can be
representedby the explicitcocycle
8[n ]

[

j

| k]

wherethe sum extendsoverj + k = n, j > 0, k > 0.
Similarly,we can definea class fn-,,i in H3(Qn-1)by
fn-i,i = nznjhn 9

since h'n,is clearlytransgressive. The class fn-l, can be representedby
the explicitcocycle
8(X

-

X + 8X -1X) = 3X -18X,

wherex = [s],so that 3x is the cocycleobtainedabove. The -1 product
3x-1 3xcan be expandedby the formulagiven at the end of ? 2.2.
LEMMA 2.5.2.

(i)

= hi+2hf+ h3.
We have gji = hi+hi, fA1
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(ii) If n > 1, thengnuis offiltration1 in H*(Qn), hni+1h + hnfihn+i
is a cyclein nE'l1,and in nE'oo
we have
=

{gn i}

{hni+lhi +
hn~
?n+il

(iii) If n>1, thenfninis offiltration1 in H*(Qn), h2 i+1h+?+h2
hn+i+
is a cyclein nEl'2and in nE3
'2 and in nEo2we have
{fnu} = {h2
"+lhi+l + hnihn++ll}
These conclusionsfollowfromthe explicitcocycles given above. For
example,the explicit cocycleforgl, is
the explicitcocycleforf1,iis
2j
2
[02

[2i +1

t!{2

+

[02i+ 1

]

+

1

+1

the explicitcocycleforg9ndiffersfrom
2

[ +n

I t] +

1

[1

en

by a cochainof filtration
2; and so on.
We will now begin the calculations.
LEMMA2.5.3.

(i) The elementshi in Hl(Qn) are linearlyindependent.
(ii) If n > 1, theelements{g4 in El,' are linearly independent.
(iii) In H2(Qn), theelementsgn,,and hjhi (wherej > i > 0, j + i + 1)
are linearly independent.
(iv) H1(Qn)is spanned bytheelementshi.
PROOF. Part (i) is immediate,since no differential
maps into nEl?.
Part (ii) followsfromLemma 2.5.2 (ii), since no differential
maps into
nEl,1.

Part (iii) is true forn = 1, since gl,k= hk+lhk. We proceed by inductionover n; let us assume that part (iii) holdsforQn-l. We must examine
the differential
Ed1:E

,

E 20

It is describedby
nd2(hn

We concludethat:-

=

~gn-l,

l)

(a) nE0l = O.
(b) The classes {hjhi (forj ? i > 0, j +i ? 1) are linearlyindependent in nE<9O
Using part (ii), we see that part (iii) holdsforQn.
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Part (iv) followsimmediatelyfromthe fact that ,El..,= 0. This completes the proof.
LEMMA2.5.4. In H2(Qn)for n > 2 we have
(i)

(ii)

hi+lhi=

0

<hi,hi+1,hi>= hi+

(iii) <hi+1,hi,hi+1>= hi+2h.
In H2(Q2)we have
(iv) <hi+2, hi+1,hi> =g2,
(v)

hi+2hi

=2,ihi+.

The followingformulaeshow that h+lhi = 0, hih+l = 0 in
H2(Qn)forn ? 2:
PROOF.

3[e2 ] =

+

8[022

03.2']

=

[

+1

[

j2

1

t2

]

.

2i+

These formulaewill also help us to writedown explicit cocycles representing the Massey products mentionedin the lemma. For example,
bytheexplicitcocycle
<hi+2, hi+1,hi> is represented
[02

101 ]+

[

1

2n

,

whichcoincideswith that given above forg2,{. This proves(iv).
To prove(ii) and (iii), we may quote the formula
<x, Y, x> = (x -1 x)y ;

or by substitutingappropriatevalues in the proofof this formula,we
obtainthe following:8[021

2']

-

1 2]=

+ t3-2 [J 2

[022

[ [2

1 t

+

+

1

2]

+

J 42+243.2i]

[2'+1

J

+

These formulaeprove(ii) and (iii).
Since we nowknowH1(Qn),it it easy to checkthat the Masseyproducts
consideredabove are definedmodulozero.
to make the followingmanipulation:
To prove(v), it is sufficient
hi+2hi

= hi+2<hi+l,hithi+,>
= <hi+2, hi+l, hl>hi+l = g2,3h+1

Alternatively,by substitutingappropriatevalues in the proofof the relation
a<b, c, d> = <a, b,c>d,
we obtainthe following:-
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1

4[02
=

[

2 +
i +2I

01 ] +

[t

1%2i22

] +

a

22

+1]

2i + 1 2t2%

+

[t2 +2

2i

+1]

This formulaproves(v). This completesthe proof.
LEMMA 2.5.5.

(i) If n > 1, theelementsh2form a base for nE '2.
(ii) If n > 1, theelements fin} in 1E,2 are linearly independent.
(iii) If n > 2, theelements {gflJhi}for whichj # i + 1 are linearly
independentin E2,1 The same is truefor n = 2, providedwe exclude
also theelements{g2,ihi+1}.
PROOF. To provepart (i), it is sufficient
to note that the differential
n 2 : nE?2

2

n

is describedby
nd2(hn~hn.)

=

hnJgn-1J

+

hn ign-1, I

Part (ii) followsfromLemma 2.5.2 (iii), since no differential
maps into
nEn

.

To provepart (iii), we note that the followingformulaholdsin nE.2:
{gn,} A

{h=,n+lhihi

+ hn, jhn+,jhj

Moreover,the onlydifferential
mappinginto nEr' is

E 0,2

d:

E2,1

which has just been described. It is now easy to obtain part (iii). This
completesthe proof.
LEMMA 2.5.1.

If n > 1, thefollowing elementsare linearly independent in
theelementsfni; theelementsgnjhifor whichj i + 1 ; theproducts hkhJh,
for whichk > j > i > 0, with thefollowing exceptions:
(i)

H3(Qn):

hj+lhjhi y hkhi+lhi y

hi+ 2h

2

h422hi

The same conclusionremains truefor n=1 if we include theproducts
hz2+2hs.
(ii) H2(Qn) is spanned bytheelementsgn,kand hjh, (wherej > i > 0,

i

i + 1).
PROOF. It is elementaryto checkpart (i) forn = 1. We proceed by

#

inductionover n; let us assume that part (i) holds for Qn-1. We must
examinethe differentials
d2

. n1,1

0

p3,0

,

0,2

.

p3,0
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These are describedby
nd3(hni)

nd2(hnphi)= gn-l hi 9

We obtainthe followingconclusions.
(a) nE' l has as a base the elements
A-hnihnf
{gnu} = {hn,+jhj +

(b) nE02 = 0.
(c) In nE30 the productshkhjhinamed above are linearlyindependent.
In the case n = 2, this conclusionremainstruewhen we includealso the
productsh+,2hz.
Using Lemma 2.5.5 parts (ii) and (iii), we see that part (i) holds for
=h+2hi; this was proved in
Qn. (If n 2, we need to knowthat g2,,hi+l
Lemma 2.5.4.) This completesthe proofof part (i).
Part (ii) followsimmediatelyfromthe facts(a) and (b) establishedduring the proofof part ( i ).
o
co (for fixed s and t), the work which
Since HSt(Qn)
HSt (A) as n
we have done completesthe proofof Theorem2.5.1.
2.6. More calculations. In thissectionwe shall calculate Extst(M,Z2)
fora certainmoduleM whicharises in the applications(and fora limited
range of s and t). The resultsare stated in Theorem2.6.2.
We firstobtaina lemmawhichis true fora generalalgebraA over Z2.
Supposegivena primitiveelementa in A* (n > 0), that is, an elementa
such that
boor == a(&

+ 10 ora

Z2),whichforexAccordingto ? 2.2, it definesan elementhcain Ext"jn(Z2,
ample may be written{[a]}, using the cobar construction.
In terms of a, we definea moduleM= M(a) as follows. Qua vector
space over Z2, it has a base containingtwo elementsinl, m2of degrees0,
n. The operationsA are definedby
am,

=

(aa)m2

(a e An)

.

These operationsdo give M the structureof an A-module,since a annihilates all decomposableelementsof A.
The element m2 generatesa submoduleM2of M isomorphicwith Z2;
(i = 1, 2)
we defineMl = M/M2,so that Ml Z2. We agree to write xW1'
for the element of Exts(M,, Z2) correspondingto the element x of
Exts(Z2, Z2).

Fromthe exact sequence
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0-

M

.M2

0

)M l

we obtainan exact sequence
Extst(M,Z2) *

Z2)
Exts4j(M2,
Z2).
whichone mightuse to calculate ExtsNt(M,
'1"(M1,
ExtA

Z2) <

*

-

LEMMA2.6.1. The coboundary8 is given by
(xh )(1)

-

8(X(2))

(wherex e Exts (Z2, Z2)).
PROOF. Let us take two resolutionsC, C' of Z2 over A, as follows:
Z2

A C(

-

A

Z2

.

c.

...

<

c-

... <

...

Cl

.(-

Cq(..

To calculate the cup-productwith h<, we must constructa diagram, as
consideredin ? 2.2.
Z

e

e

A

<

d

ajJ/
Z2

Ci

d

<

C2

<

.

.

C

<

jfi

jfo

f

q<*

df C1 '

<Ae

...

Let us now definea boundaryd on C + C' and an augmentatione:
C + C' M by setting
(x e Cq,q > 0)

d(x, y) = (dx, d'y + fqi(x))
e(1,0 ) =

ml,

e(0,

1) =

m2

C + C' is a chain complexin whichC' is embedded,withquotientC; the
sequence shows that C + C' is acyclic. C + C' is thus
exact cohomology
a resolutionof M; it containsC', whichis a resolutionof M2, and the
quotientis C, whichis a resolutionof Ml. We obtainan exact sequence
of cochaincomplexes
04( HomA(C', Z2)

-

HOmA(C + C', Z2)

-

HomA(C, Z2)

-

0.

The correspondingexact cohomologysequence is the one required. The
coboundaryin
HomA(C + C',

Z2)

- HOmA(C, Z2) + HOmA(C', Z2)

is given by
8(x, y) = (8x + Yfq-i, Sy)
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(if y e HomA(Cql, Z2)). It followsimmediatelythat in the exact cohomologysequence we have
)=
I"(2)

8(

=

{yfql}(1)

(y}hj"

This provesLemma 2.6.1.
We now supposethat A is the (mod2) Steenrodalgebra. Take an integerk > 2; we definea moduleM = M(k) as follows. Qua vectorspace
over Z2, it has a base containingthreeelements n1,m2,m3of degrees0,
2k, 2k+1. The operations from A are defined by

am1 =

a)m

(2

(if deg (a) =

2k)

am2 = 0

am1= (2k+la)m3

(if deg (a) = 2k+1)
The elements M2,m3 generatesubmodulesM2,M3isomorphicwith Z2;
we writei2, il fortheirinjections. We defineM1= M/(M2+ M3),so that
M1 - Z2; we have an exact sequence
?--

YMl+

i0
3)

+,3ml-3
) M

M2

We continuethe previousconventionabout x''.
THEOREM2.6.2. In dimensions t <

elements

Ext (M, Z2) has as a base the

3.2k,

(? < i:!~ k
k-1)

j*h'l)
(2

k-l

)

and Ext2(M,Z2) has as a base theelements
(O < i < I < k- 1, 1 i+ 1)
(O < i < k- 1, i # k -2)

j*(hjhj)(1)
(2)
(i2*)-'(hihk-1)
(i2

)

'(k-2hk)

PROOF. We have a diagram

.1

0-

, M2 + M3

O

)

,
-

M2

.11

M

Ml

0

,)Ml

' ?

-

M/M3

Now, Lemma 2.6.1 applies to M/M3,witha = 5 k; thus 8(x(2') = (xhk)('.
By naturality,the same formulaholdsin the exact sequence
...

8--

ExtS,(M2 + M3, Z2)

Similarly,

-

Extsjt(M, Z2)

X

Exts t(M1, Z2) ....
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8
a(3)

J (1)
Xk+1
(xh,~)'

It follows(using Theorem2.5.1) that in this exact sequence, Coker 8
and Ker 8 have the followingbases, at least in degreest < 3.2k.
s=
s=
s=
s=

1, Coker8:
V)
1,Ker8:
&h-11
2, Coker8: (hihi)(1)
2, Ker 8: (Hhnh
7.) (2)
(h

(O? i < k-1)

.

(0OE~<1<lk-19 1#i+l).
< i -_E
k - 1 i # k -2),
(0O

- 2hk)

This provesTheorem2.6.2.
We have now completedall the homologicalalgebra whichis necessary
forour applications.
CHAPTER 3. SECONDARY COHOMOLOGY OPERATIONS

3.1. Introduction. In thischapterwe shalldevelopthe generaltheory
of stable secondaryoperations. The resultsat issue are not deep; the
author hopes that this fact will not be obscuredby the language necessary to expressthemin the requiredgenerality.
The plan of this chapteris as follows. In ? 3.6 we give axioms forthe
sort of operationswe shall consider;in Theorems3.6.1, 3.6.2 we prove
the existenceand uniquenessof operationssatisfyingthese axioms. In
? 3.7 (and in Theorems3.7.1, 3.7.2. in particular)we considerrelations
betweencompositeoperations. In ? 3.9 (and in Theorem3.9.4 in particular) we considerCartan formulaeforsuch operations. All the theorems
mentionedabove are essentialforthe applications.
In an attempt to arrange the proofsof these theoremslucidly,we
begin by giving a formalstatus to some of the ideas involved. These
ideas concerncohomologyoperations (of kinds higher than the first),
universalexamples for such operations,the suspensionof such operations, and so on. Of course,these notionsare commonproperty;but by
giving a connectedaccount,we can buildup the lemmaswhichwe need
workoccupies?? 3.2 to 3.5.
later. This preliminary
In ? 3.8 we give a shortaccountof the applicationof homologicalalgebra to the studyof stable secondaryoperations.
In this chapter,the followingconventionswillbe understood.We shall
in a fixedfinitelyassume that all cohomologygroupshave coefficients
generatedgroupG; in ? 3.8 we assume that G is a field,and in ? 3.9 that
group
G is the fieldZ,. We shall omitthe symbolforthe fixedcoefficient
G, except wherespecial emphasisis needed.
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We shall assume that all the spaces consideredare arewise-connected.
There is nothingessentialin this assumption,but it serves to simplify
some statements. Symbolssuch as x0,y0will denote base-pointsin the
corresponding
spaces X, Y. It is understoodthat the base-pointsin CWcomplexesare chosento be vertices.
The studyof stable operationsforcesus to workwith suspension. We
thereforeagree that in ?? 3.2 to 3.8 the symbolsH*(X), Hn(X) denote
in G).
augmentedcohomology(withcoefficients
In ? 3.9, however,we have to work with products. In this section,
therefore,the symbolHn(X) denotes ordinarycohomology.We write
H+(X) for n,>0Hn(X);since our spaces are arewise-connected,
we may
use H+ insteadof augmentedcohomology.
We have to take a littlecare with signs. It is usual to writecohomology operationson the leftof theirarguments;we shall followMilnor[25]
in takingthe signs whicharise naturallyfromthisconvention.We shall
also tryto keep our theoreticalworkas free fromsigns as possible. For
on the right of
this purpose it seems best to writeour homomorphisms
theirarguments,acceptingthe signswhicharise naturallyfromthis convention.
In particular,we introducea "right" coboundary

8*:Hn(y) >Hn+l(X,y)
in termsof the usual coboundary8 is
whose definition
(h)8* = (_-l)n8(h)

(whereh e Hn(Y)).

We shall use this signedcoboundaryin discussingsuspension. For example, let Y be a space withbase-pointy.; let &2Y - L Y- q- Y be the
path-spacefiberingintroducedby Serre [29]. Then we definethe "suspension" homomorphism
(7

Hn +1(y)

HnpQy)

to be the compositemap
Hn+l(Y)<

Hn+l(Y, y.)

> Hn+1(LY, 2Y)

2- Hn(&Y)

Similarlyforthe transgressionz.
3.2. Theoryof universal examples. It is the object of this section to
set up a generaltheoryof universalexamplesforcohomologyoperations
of higherkinds. This is done by makingthe obviouschangesin the correspondingtheoryfor primaryoperations,which is due to Serre [30].
The considerations
whichguide our definitions
are the following.We ex-
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pect our operationsto be definedon a subset of all cohomologyclasses;
we expect theirvalues to lie in a quotientset of cohomologyclasses; we
expect themto be natural.
It would be convenient,in some ways, if we set up our theoryfor the
categoryof CW-complexes.However,it would be inconvenientin other
ways, sincewe need to use fiberings
(in the sense of Serre). The difficulty
could be avoided by workingin the categoryof CSS-complexes;but it
seems preferableto work,at first,withconceptsas geometricalas possible. We thereforeworkin the categoryof all spaces. This forcesus to
use the device of replacinga space by a weaklyequivalent CW-complex.
We recallthata map f: X - Y (betweenarcwise-connected
spaces) is said
to be a weak homotopyequivalence if it induces isomorphismsof all
homotopygroups. Two spaces X, Y are said to be weakly equivalent if
theycan be connectedby a finitechain of weak homotopyequivalences.
These notionshave the followingproperties. For each space Y, there is
a CW-complexX and a map f: X-) Y whichis a weak homotopyequivalence; it is sufficient,
forexample,to take X to be a geometricalrealisationof the singularcomplexof Y, orofa minimalcomplex.Let Map (X, Y)
denotethe set of homotopyclasses of maps fromX to Y; if f: X
Y is
a weak homotopyequivalenceand W is a CW-complex,then the induced
functionf, : Map(W, X)
Map(W, Y) is a (1-1) correspondence.
Our firstdefinitionis phrased so as to cover the case of cohomology
operationsin severalvariables;the readermaypreferto considerfirstthe
case of one variable. Let J be a set of indicesj. We call S a natural
subset of cohomology
(in J variables,of degreesn>) if S associates with
each space X a set S(X) of J-tuples{x>j (wherexf e Hnj(x)) and satisfies
the followingaxioms.
-

-

Axiom1. If f: X
Y is a map and {yaj e S(Y), then {yf *} e S(X).
Axiom2. If f: X- Y is a weak homotopy
equivalenceand {yjf*} e S(x),
then {y>j e S(Y).
-

Althoughwe shall not assume thatthe indexingset J is finite,we shall
assume that foreach integerN we have no < N foronlya finitenumber

ofj.

For the next definition,
we supposegivensucha naturalsubset S. We
call 1?a cohomology
operation(definedon S, and with values of degree
m) if 1 associates witheach space X and each J-tuple{x>j in S(X) a nonemptysubset D{x}j c Hm(X) whichsatisfiesthe followingaxioms.
Axiom3. If f: X-

Y is a map and {yj} e S(Y), then
C 4?Yf*} ('1Y>} )f*C
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equivalenceand {ye} e S(Y),
Axiom 4. If f: X- Y is a weak homotopy
then

to limitthe size of the subsets 'I'{xj.
There is nothingin our definition
whichfollow. They referto cohomolWe thereforemake the definitions
ogy operationsdefinedon a fixednaturalsubset S. We write 1 c P if
we have '{x,} c N{x>} foreach X and each {xOjin S(X). We call T minimal if thereis no operation1 suchthat 1DcT and 4) #P. We are mainly
interestedin operationswhichare minimal.
We now introducethe notionofa universalexample. Let S be a natu(in J variables,of degrees n>). Let U be a space
ral subsetof cohomology
and {ujs a J-tuplein which u, e Hni(U). We say that (U, {us}) is a universal example forS if {uj} e S(U) and the followingaxiom is satisfied.
Axiom 5. For each CW-complexX and each J-tuple{x,} in S(X) there

is a map g: X

-

U such that {jug*} = {x}}.

LEMMA3.2.1. For each space U and each J-tuple{uj} thereis one and
onlyone natural subsetS admitting(U, {u>}) as a universal example.
PROOF. The uniqueness of S is immediate;forif X is a CW-complex,
S(x) is the set of J-tuples{ujg*}, whereg runsover all maps fromX to
U; while if X is a generalspace, we may take a weak homotopyequivalencef: W X such that W is a CW-complex;thenS(X) is the set of J-

tuples {x>} such that {xjf*} e S(W).

This procedurealso shows how to constructS from(U, {u>}); it is not
hard to verifythat the S so constructedis well-defined,is such that
{u>} e S(U) and satisfiesAxioms1 and 2.
let S be a naturalsubset admittinga universal
For our next definition,
operationdefinedon S, and
example (U, {u>}). Let (D be a cohomology
withvalues of degreem; let v be a class in Hm(U). We say that(U, {us}, v)
is a universal example for4 if v e 1 {ju} and the followingaxiom is satisfied.
Axiom 6. For each CW-complexX, each J-tuple{x,} in S(X) and each
class y in (D{Jx}thereis a map g: X - U such that {u, g*} = {xf}, vg*= y.
LEMMA3.2.2. For each space U, each J-tuple{us} and each class v
thereis one and onlyone cohomology
operation4 admitting(U, {uj}, v)
as a universal example.
The proofis closelysimilarto that of Lemma 3.2.1.
If the space U is understood,we may write "{uj} is a universal ex-
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ample for S"; similarly,if U and {uj are understood,we may write
"v is a universalexample for1D".
For our last lemma, suppose that S is a natural subset admittinga
universalexample {u>}, and that T is an operationdefinedon S.
LEMMA3.2.3. If v e P{uj

versal example v, then 1 c T.

and 1 is theoperationgiven by the uni-

The proofis obvious.
This lemmashows that, if we wish to studythe operationsdefinedon
to considerthe ones given by unisuch a naturalsubsetS, it is sufficient
versal examples.
3.3. Constructionof universal examples. It is the object of this sectionto constructthe universalexampleson whichour theoryof secondary
operationswill be based. In fact, our secondaryoperationswill be definedon naturalsubsetswhichcan be describedusingprimaryoperations.
We shall showthat these natural subsets admit universal examples, in
the sense of ? 3.2.
Our universal exampleswill be fiberingsin whichbothbase and fibre
are weaklyequivalentto CartesianproductsofEilenberg-MacLanespaces.
It will be clear that the methodof this sectionis only the beginningof
an obvious induction;we mightequally well constructan example-space
of the (n + 1)th kindas a fiberingwiththe same sortof fibre,but with
an example-spaceof the nthkindas a base. However, we shall not do
this.
We say that {D is a primaryoperation(actingon J variablesof degrees
nj, and withvalues of degree m) if it has the followingproperties.
(1 ) T{x} is definedforeveryJ-tuple{x j such that x, e Hnj(X).
(2) The values 1 {x1} of 1 are singleelementsof Hm(X).
Let K be a set of indicesk. When we speak of a K-tuple {ak} of primary operations, we shall understandthat each a, acts on J variables
whose degrees nj do notdependon k. We shallalso supposethat foreach
integerM we have mk < M foronlya finitenumberof k in K.
We definethenatural subsetT determinedby {ak} as follows:T(X) is
0 for each k
the set of J-tuples {x>j such that xfe Hnj(X) and ak {xj
in K. It is clear that T is indeeda naturalsubset.
We shall call a cohomology
operation(D secondaryif it is definedon a
natural subset T of this kind. We shall provethat everynatural subset
T of thiskindadmitsa universalexample;thisis formallystatedas Theorem 3.3.7,
=
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We must begin by consideringuniversalexamplesfor primaryoperations. Suppose given integersn, > 0, for j e J. Then we can forma
Cartesianproduct
X

=

X eJXj

in whichXj is an Eilenberg-MacLanespace of type(G, n,). Let xj be the
fundamentalclass in Hnj(Xj; G); let wf: X Xj be the projectionmap
in H*(X). Suppose given
onto the jth factor;then we have classes xj7rw
a space Y and classes yj in Hnj(Y). We will say that Y is a generalised
Eilenberg-MacLane space (withfundamentalclasses yj) if Y is weakly
equivalent to a productsuch as X in such a way that the classes y, cor-o

respondto theclassesx>17r.

LEMMA3.3.1. If Y is a generalisedEilenberg-MacLanespace, W is
a CW-complexand w, e Hni(W) for each j, thenthereis one and onlyone
class of maps f: W Y such thatyf * = wj for each j.
homotopy
-

factforEilenberg-Macfromthecorresponding
This followsimmediatly
Lane spaces.
Next, let Y and W be generalisedEilenberg-MacLanespaces, for the
same integersnj, and withfundamentalclasses yj, wj. We call a map
f: Y-e W a canonical equivalenceif wJf* = y, foreach j. Such a map
is necessarilya weak homotopyequivalence.
Let Y be a generalisedEilenberg-MacLanespace, forintegersno > 1;
Y is thus weaklyequivalentto a productX = X EjX of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. Then, if the base pointsare chosenconsistently,the loopto X jefXj;
space &2Y is weaklyequivalentto &2X,whichis homeomorphic
thus f2Y is a generalisedEilenberg-MacLanespace. In each loop-space
DX, we take the fundamentalclass xf given by
= (X>)
JXQ

where a denotes "suspension". In f2X we have fundamentalclasses
fundamentalclassses yQ.
X1wU>,and in f2Y we have the corresponding
We have said that we proposeto constructour universal examples as
fiberings.All our fiberingswill be fiberingsin the sense of Serre [29].
We mustrecall that the notionof an inducedfiberingis valid in this context.
Let X, B be spaces with base-pointsx0,b.. Let f: X, x0 B, b. be a
E m B be a fibering(in the sense of Serre). Let f -E be
map, and let wr:
the subspace of X x E consistingof pairs (x, e) such that fx = we. We
X and f: f -E >E by t,(x, e) = x, f](x, e) = e;
definemaps t,: f -E
-
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we thus obtainthe followingcommutativediagram.
E

f-E

ft
t1
X f B

LEMMA 3.3.2. The map t- is a fibering(in the sense of Serre). The

-tx0 of -v homeomorphically
ontothefibreir-'b,
map f maps thefibrezr
of r.
The verification
is trivial. The originalreferenceforthislemma,so far
as the authorknows,is [10].
is natural,in an obvious
The next lemmastates that this construction
sense. Suppose given the followingdiagram.

E
B,b9

E'
B', bo

-

X', oX

X, Xo-

LEMMA3.3.3. We can definea map

?s er:f-E

(f')-E'

by therule (; 0 s) (x, e) = (ax, se). This map makes thefollowing diagram commutative.
E

f -E
X

2-El

to's
t

(f ')-E'
Xi

The verificationis trivial. The diagramshows in particular,that the
effectof e ? e on the fibresis the same as that of e, up to the homeomorphismsof Lemma 3.3.2.
We can now describethe fibre-spaceswhichwe shall use as universal
examples. Suppose given, as above, a fixedK-tuple {ak} of primary
operations,such that each ak acts on J variablesof degreesnj and has
B a
values of degree mk. We suppose nj > 0, mk > 1. We call t: E
-
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canonicalfiberingassociated with {ak} if it satisfiesthe followingconditions.
B is inducedbya map p: B, bo- Yy0 from
( 1 ) The fiberingt: E
the fibering7w:LY - Y.
(2) The spaces B and Y are generalisedEilenberg-MacLanespaces
withfundamentalclasses bj and y, of degreesni and mk.
ak{bJ} .
( 3 ) We haveykp
We remarkthatiftheseconditionsare fulfilled,
thenthe fibreF= t-lb,
of t is a generalisedEilenberg-MacLanespace. In fact, the map P_
maps Fhomeomorphically
onto i2Y, by Lemma 3.3.2; and by our remarks
above, S2Y is a generalisedEilenberg-MacLanespace, with fundamental
classes y7 of degree mk-1. ThereforeF is also a generalisedEilenbergMacLane space, withfundamentalclassesfk corresponding
to the y' under the map _.
=

LEMMA 3.3.4.

The class fk8* in H*(E, F) is the image of ak{bj} under

thecompositehomomorphism

H*(B, bo) t
H*(B) <
This is immediate,by naturality.

H*(E, F)

LEMMA 3.3.5. For each {ak} and each correspondingspace Y there
exists a canonical fiberingassociated with {ak} in whichthespace B is
a CW-complex.

This is clear; forwe can constructB to be a CW-complex,and thereis
then a map p: B
Y of the sortrequired.
-

Our next theoremwill assert that all the canonicalfiberings
associated
with {ak} are "equivalent", in a suitablesense. In fact, let tV: E
B
-

and v': E'

-

B' be two such fiberings; then we define an equivalence

betweenthemto be a diagram

in which A: F

F

> F'

E

E'

B

>B?

F' and f: B. bo

-

B', b' are canonical equivalences, in

the sense explained above. Such a diagram,of course, induces an isomorphismof the exact homotopysequences, so that e will be a weak
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homotopyequivalence.
THEOREM3.3.6. Any twocanonical fiberingsassociated withthesame
{ak} may be connectedbya finitechain of equivalences.
B be
PROOF. Let E', E" be two such canonical fiberings. Let t: E
-

anothercanonicalfibering,constructedusing spaces B and Y which are
CW-complexes.It is sufficient
to show how to connectE to E' bya chain
of equivalences,since we may connectE to E" similarly.We may constructcanonicalequivalences
13: B. bog B', bo.

I

Y. You Y', Lo

so thatb?,S*=bj,yy *=y,. It followsthatp',-.,.
Let h: I x B/I x bo Y'
be a homotopybetween them; we may write hi'=p'j3, hi=ryH,where
i and i' are the embeddingsof B in I x B/Ix bo. Using Lemma 3.3.3 we
obtainthe followingchain of equivalences.
E = W-LY i(k?L

ihhLY? i<

l

(p'/3)-LY'

8S

(p?)-LY

= E'

Thus E, E' can be connectedas required. This completesthe proofof
Theorem3.3.6.
For our next theorem,let t: E - B be a canonicalfiberingassociated
with {aj}; we definea J-tuple{ej} of classes in H*(E) by ej = bie*.
Let T be the natural subset determined by

ningof this section.

{ak},

as defined at the begin-

THEOREM 3.3.7. The natural subsetT admits the universal example

{ej}.
PROOF. We mustbegin by provingthat {ej} e T(E).

In fact, we have

YkZ (Pl) YkP*V -*
ak{ej} = ak{bjlt }= (ak{bj})t*
0 Thus
But since LY is acyclic,we have Ykr* = 0 and hence ak {ej}
O.
e
.
{ej} T(E)
It remains to show that if X is a CW-complexand {xj e T(x), then
there is a map g: X ) E such that {ejg*} = {xj}. For this purpose we
introducethe followinglemma.

LEMMA3.3.8. If X is a CW-complexand f: X - B is a map such that
E such that tvg = f.
ak {bjf*} = 0, thenthereis a map g: X
From this lemma, the theoremfollowsimmediately.In fact, suppose
we have a CW-complexX and a J-tuple{x~} such that ak iXJ} = 0; then
we can constructf: X-)B such that bjf* = x, and g: X E such that
zrg = f; it followsthat
-
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= bjf* = xj.

ejg* = bang*

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3.8. By Theorem 3.3.6, it is sufficientto consider

the case in which Y is a Cartesianproductof Eilenberg-MacLanespaces;
say Y = X kEK Yk, where Yk is of type (G, mk). We can now considerthe
way. We have a map p: B Y; its kLh
canonicalfiberingE in a different
the product
Yk. We may defineEk = (kp)-LYk;
componentis 7Wkp: B
Let A: B B' be the
Et=
XJCEKEJC is fibredover the base B' = XkEKB.
-

-

-

diagonal map; then A-E' coincides with E, up to a homeomorphism. It
is thereforesufficient
to liftthe map f in each factorEk separately. But

to this thereis onlyone obstruction;and up to a sign, the obstructionis
*=
YkP f = (ak{bj})f
ak{bjf *} = 0 .

The liftingis thereforepossible. This completestheproofofLemma3.3.8.
and of Theorem3.3.7.
3.4. Suspension. In this sectionwe discussthe suspensionof cohomology operations,and show that if 1Dadmitsa universalexample, so does
its suspension. This is formallystated as Theorem3.4.6. We also show
that the applicationof this principledoes not enlargethe class of universal examplesconsideredin ? 3.3.
In this sectionthe symbolsX will denotethe suspensionof X, so that
sX = I x X/(0 x X, 1 x X). We shall also use s to denotethe canonical
isomorphism

s HH+1(sX)

Hn(X)

whichwe defineto be the followingcompositemap.
H,,+'(sX)

<

H11+1(sX, So,)

>H"+'(tX,

X)

<0*Hn(X).

Here, tX is the cone on X, so that tX = I x X/0x X; the embeddingof
X in tX, the base-pointso,in sX and the map fromtX to sX are the obvious ones.

Let S be a naturalsubsetof cohomology(in J variables,of degreesnj).
Then we can definea naturalsubset sS (in J variables,of degreesnj-1)
by takingSs(X) to be the set of J-tuples{jxs}, where {xj} e S(sX). We
call sS the suspensionof S.
operationdefinedon S, and withvalSimilarly,let (D be a cohomology
ues of degree m. Then we can construct an operation (Ds, defined on s
and with values of degree (m - 1), by setting
Dfs{is}

We call (Dsthe suspensionof I>.

=

(F

{x} )s
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For our firstlemma,let {ak} be a K-tupleof primaryoperations,and
let T be the naturalsubset determinedby {aj}.
LEMMA 3.4.1. The natural subsetdeterminedby {ak} is Ts.

is trivial.
The verification
LEMMA 3.4.2. If S is a natural subsetand {xj e Ss(X), then{-xj e
Ss(X).
operation definedon S, while {xj e SS(X) and
If (D is a cohomology
e
-y
(s{
then
x},
e
y
s{I-xj}.
To prove this lemma, one merely considers the map v: sX

sX defined

by

.

V(t,x) =(-,x)

For the sake of similarargumentslater on, we set down the following
lemma,whichis well known.
classes
LEMMA 3.4.3. The set of homotopy
Map [sX, sx0; Y, y0]

is a group. Let p be thefunctionwhichassigns to each homotopyclass
of maps g: sX, sx0 Y, y0the induced map g*: H*(Y) .H*(sX); then
P is a homomorphism.
Our next results relate the notionsof "suspension" and "universal
example".
betweenmaps f: Xx
LEMMA3.4.4. There is a (1-1) correspondence
f2Y, woand maps g sX, sx0 Y. yo. For correspondingmaps we have
-

g*s = af *: H*(Y)

H*(X).

This lemma is well-known. The (1-1) correspondenceis set up by
the equation
(f(x))(u) = g(u, x)

(whereu e I.)

The equationg s = af* is proved by passing to cohomologyfrom the
followingdiagram.

Xfj

2Y-

tX -

sX

hj

j

LY---

Y

Here, the map h is definedby
(h(u, x))(v) = g(uv, x)

(whereu, v e I.)
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For our next lemma,we supposethat the space X is 1-connected,so
that i2Xis 0-connected.Similarly,in Theorem3.4.6 we shall assume
that U is 1-connected.
LEMMA 3.4.5. If {xj e S(x), then {xja} e SS(i2X).

definedon S, then

If (further) (D is

) c Ds{xa}

'{x}
(OD

This is immediate,by consideringthe map g: si2X
tof= 1: Q2X-2X.

X corresponding

THEOREM3.4.6. If thenatural subsetS admits theuniversal example

(U, {uj}), then Ss admits the universal example (f U, {uj} ). In this
case Ss(X) is a subgroupof lJjHn-'(X).
If thecohomology
operation(D admits theuniversal example (U, {us},
v), then (s admits theuniversal example (i2U, {ups}, va). In this case
(s{0} is a subgroupof Hm-1(X), IS{Zx} is a cosetof V{0} and 1?s is a
homomorphism.
This theoremfollowseasily fromLemmas 3.4.3 to 3.4.5.

Our next theoremwill show that if U lies in the class of universalexamples consideredin ? 3.3, then the universal example &2U lies in the
same class. For this purposewe need two lemmas.
LEMMA3.4.7. If w: E, e0 B, b0is a fibering(in thesense of Serre)
72Bis a fibering(in thesense of Serre) withfibref2F.
then Mr : f2E
The verification
is trivial. The next lemmaconcernsinducedfiberings,
so we adopt the notationof Lemma 3.3.2.
-

-

LEMMA3.4.8. There is a canonical homeomorphismh: 2(f-E)
(i2f)-(72E) whichmakes thefollowingdiagram commutative.
&2E
Qnf_)l
/h

-

\\(a f)\

fl(f-E) _(f)-(_E)
\tf
/
n'ca
/t~t
f2X
is trivial.
The verification
THEOREM3.4.9. If tr: E, eon B, b0is a canonical fiberingassociated
with {ak}, and if we take in S2B,S2F thefundamentalclasses bior- fk,
then &i2v: f?E &7Bis (up to a canonical homeomorphism)
a canonical fiberingassociated with {as}.
-
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PROOF. Suppose that E is induced by a map p: B, b0

Y, y0. There is
Qt- >2 Y and
L(&2Y)
> &2Y; both fiberingshave fibre i22Y,but the homeomorphism
inducesa non-trivialautomorphism
a of i22Y,definedby

an obvious homeomorphism
betweenthe fiberings&2(LY)
---

[(ao) (u)] (v)- [wo(v)]
(u)

(whereu, v e I).

Underthis automorphism,
the class -yYku2in the fibreof f2k corresponds
to the class yka2in the fibreof wr'.
We now remarkthat the fiberings
inducedby Qp from i22cand fromw'
muststillbe homeomorphic.The firstis homeomorphic
to S2tr:f2E-42B,
by Lemma 3.4.8. The secondis a canonicalfibering,inducedby 72p,and
satisfying
(yku)
(tgp)*

= ate{bl}

(as we see using Lemma 3.4.5.) It is thus a canonicalfiberingassociated
with {as}. It is now easy to checkthat the kthfundamentalclass in its
fibrecorrespondsto -fuk in f2F. This completesthe proof.
3.5. Stable operations. In thissectionwe shallstudystableoperations,
and provetwo lemmasneeded in ? 3.6.
In ? 3.4 we definedthe suspensionof naturalsubsetsand ofcohomology
operations. We use this notionto make the followingdefinitions.
A stable natural subsetS associates to each (positiveor negative) integer 1 a natural subset SI in such a way that S1=(Sl+l)s.
We may take
our notationsfordegrees so that the variablesin SI are of degreesnj+1.
We admit, of course, that the naturalsubsets SI may be trivial if 1 is
large and negative. A similarremarkapplies to the next definition.
A stable cohomologyoperation (definedon such an S) associates to
each integer1 a cohomology
operation(DIdefinedon SI in sucha way that
(V = (0+1)S. We may take our notations for degrees so that (V has
values of degree m + 1.
We also allow ourselvesto writeS(X) - U1S5(X),and to regard FDas
a functiondefinedon S(X) by the rule (DISI = (DI. This is done in order
to preservethe analogybetween 1 and symbolssuchas Sq', whichdenote
operationsapplicable in each dimension. We may call SI, (DIthe componentsof S, (D.
As a particularcase of the above, we have the notionof a stable primaryoperationa in one variable. Its 1thcomponentis a primaryoperation
at: Hn+i(X) ) H74+1(X);
we assign to a the degree (m - n). By Theorem3.4.6, a' is a homomorphism. Since natural homomorphisms
can be composedand added, we
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easily see that the set of stable primaryoperationsin one variable is a
gradedring. We writeA forthis ring,or AG if we wishto emphasiseits
dependenceon the coefficient
group; we call A the Steenrodring. If X
is any space, then H*(X) is a gradedmoduleover the gradedringA. If
Y is a map, thenf*: H*(Y)
H*(X) is an A-map (of degree
f: X
zero).
Let X be an Eilenberg-MacLanespace of type (G, n), with fundamental class x; and let C be a freeA-module,on one generatorc of degreen.
We can definean A-map0: C H*(X) by cO = x. It is both clear and
if m < 2n(and a
well-knownthat 0| Cmn:Cmn, Hm(X) is an isomorphism
if m = 2n).
monomorphism
Similarly,let Y be a generalisedEilenberg-MacLanespace, withfundamental classes yj of degreesnj. Set L = MinjEJnj.Let C be a free Amoduleon generatorscj of dimensionnj. We can definean A-map0: Coo
H*(Y) by cjO = yj. Then, as before,0 Cm: Cm ) Hm(Y) is an isomor-

phism if m

<

2v (and a monomorphismif m

=

2v).

It follows,incidentally,that everystable primarycohomologyoperation in J variablesis of the forma {xj} = EJEJajxJ, where the sum is
finiteand the coefficients
aj lie in the Steenrodring.
We next take a K-tuple {ak} of stable primaryoperations. Each stable
operationak has componentsak; we shall suppose that a' acts on J variables of degreesnj + 1 and has values of degree mk + 1. (We suppose,as
always, that foreach integerN we have nj < N foronlya finitenumber
ofj and mk < N foronlya finitenumberof k.)
Such a K-tupleevidentlydeterminesa stable naturalsubset T; we defineT1 to be the natural subset determinedby {al}. We shall call a
stable cohomology
operation1Dsecondaryif it is definedon a stable subset T of this kind.
In consideringsuch stable secondaryoperations,it is natural to introE1 in whichE1 is associated (in the
duce a sequence of canonicalfiberings
For such fiberingsto exist we resense of ? 3.3) withthe K-tuple {ak}.
quire 1 + nj > 0, 1 + mk > 1; so we shouldassume that 1 > - v, where

v=

MinjEJkEK(nj,

mk

-

1)

-

The next lemmawill show thatif a relation(betweenstable secondary
E1 (where1 is sufficiently
large),
operations)holdsinthecanonicalfibering
thenit holdsuniversally.
We will assume that T1 is the naturalsubset determinedby {a,}, as
above, and that X is a stable operationsuch that XIis definedon T1 and
has values of degree q + 1. We will also assume that X satisfiesthe followingaxiom.
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Axiom 1.

If g: X

) Y is a map such that g*: Hr(Y)

forr < q + 1, and if {yj e Tt(Y), then
isomorphism
= x{IYjg

(XI{})g*

Hr(X) is an

} -

Of course,thisaxiomis slightlystrongerthanAxiom4, ? 3.2; however,
it is satisfiedin the applications.
Let El be a canonicalfiberingassociatedwith {ak}, and let el be the
fundamentalclasses in E,.
LEMMA3.5.1. If 0 e XI{ee} for one value X of 1 such that X >
Max(- , q - 2v), then0eX {xI} for all 1, all Xand all {xj} in T1(X).
PROOF. We firstnote that if 0 e XI{et}, then0 e XI{xj} forall X and all
{xJ} in T1(X); this is immediate,bynaturality. We willshow that if this
holdsforsome 1 (where 1 > X) then it holdsalso for1 + 1. We may find
a space X and a map g: sX

, El+1 such that

g*:Hr(Ez+1)

-

Hr(sX)

to take X to be
is an isomorphismforr < q + 1 + 1; forit is sufficient
and g to be the map whichcorrespondsto f = 1 in Lemma 3.4.3.
&2E1+1,
We now have
Oe Xl{e+lg*s} = (+l+{e+lg*})s
= (Xl+l{el+l})g*s

(by Axiom1.)

Hence 0 e Xl+11{e~l}.
resultfor1< X
This provesthat 0 e X1{xj if 1 > X. The corresponding
by suspension.
followsimmediately,
about the group H1+,(Ez), at least
Our next lemmagives information
1
We
givena K-tuple {ak} of stable prisuppose
if is sufficiently
large.
maryoperations,as describedabove; we mayexpresseach ak in the form
= E

ak{xJ}

ejl~k, JXJ

where the sum is finiteand the coefficients
1kJ lie in the Steenrod ring
A. Let C0,C1be freeA-moduleson generatorsc0,J,clk of degreesnj, Mk.
We can definean A-mapd: C1 COby setting
-

C1,kd

=

jEJ3k,JCOi

I

B be a
Let us take a value of t such that 1 > - v, and let zr: E
associatedwiththe K-tuple{ak} . We can defineA-maps
canonicalfibering
00: CO

H*(B),

01: C1

-

H*(F)
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by setting
coio = b., c1,01 =(
1) f
We take the "total degree" of c8,tto be t - s(s = 0, 1), so that both 00
and 01have degree 1. The sign in the definition
of 0, is essentialin order
that 01 should be compatible with a; see Theorem 3.4.9.

Finally,we recall the followingconvention.Let

4

M
P

N
>>Q

be a diagramof A-mapsin whichf and f ' have total degree r, while g
and g' have total degree s. Then we say that the diagram is anticommutativeif
fg

= (

1)rsgf

With the above data, we have the following anticom-

LEMMA3.5.2.

mutativediagram.

01

C1,q

Hl+q(B)

COq

> Hl+q-l(F)

Ht+q(B, bo)

> Hl+q(E, F)

If q < 1 + 2v, we have also thefollowinganticommutativediagram.
.

...

H1
, (B)

-+*

0?-

>

COq

) Hl+(E)

H +q(F)

01T d
C1,q+1

>HI++l(B)

Too

{O

>

Co,q+1

The horizontal sequence in this diagram is exact; the maps 00 and 0,
markedas isomorphismsare such; theremainingmap 00is a monomorphism.
PROOF. We take firstthe anticommutativityof the first diagram. By

it
of the varioushomomorphisms,
usingLemma 3.3.4 and the definitions
is easy to check that the two ways of chasing clk round the diagram
resultfora general eleagree, up to the sign (-1)1. The corresponding
A.
over
follows
now
mentof C1
by linearity
In the seconddiagram,the squares are providedby the firstdiagram.
We have already noted the behaviour of maps such as 00 and 01. The

exact sequence is due to Serre [29]; it is valid up to

H21+21-l(F)

because
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B and F are (1 + v - 1)-connected. We can add the last z, since it is definedon the wholeof H21+2v-l(F). This completesthe proof.
3.6. Axiom for stable secondaryoperations. In ?? 3.2, 3.4 we were
concernedwithoperationsin general. It is the object of this section to
give a systemof axioms forstable secondaryoperations. This work is
essential for the applications. After giving the axioms, we state
Theorems 3.6.1 and 3.6.2, which assert the existence and (essential)
uniqueness of operationssatisfyingthe axioms. We then give some
explanationof the axioms. Finally,we provethe two theorems.
It is generallyunderstoodthat a secondaryoperationcorrespondsto a
relationbetweenprimaryoperations. For example,the Massey product
[23] [24] [35] correspondsto the relation(uv)w = u(vw); the Adem operation [4] correspondsto the relationSq2Sq2+ Sq3Sq1= 0; and so on. We
aim to get a holdon stablesecondaryoperationsbydealingwiththeirassociatedrelations. The essentialfeatureof our axiomsis that theyaxiomatisethe connectionbetweenthe secondaryoperationand its associated
relation.
The notionof a "relation" betweenprimaryoperationswill be formalised in a suitableway. In fact,we shall replacethe notionofa "relation"
by the notionof a pair (d, z), of the followingalgebraicnature. The first
entryd is to be a map d: C1 Co. Here, the objects COand C1are to be
gradedmodulesoverthe SteenrodringA (see ?? 2.1, 3.5); theyare to be
and free, and d is to be a right A-map such
locally finitely-generated
c C1i,. Following? 3.5, we ascribeto cas,the "total degree"
that (Co0t)d
t - s. The secondentryz is to be a homogeneouselementof Ker d.
We mustnext explain the connectionbetweenpairs(d, z) and relations
in the intuitivesense. The equations
-

Sq'Sql = 0,

Sq2Sq2 + Sq3Sq1 = 0,

Sq'Sq4 + Sq2Sq3 + Sq4Sql = 0

are relationsin the intuitivesense. More generally,suppose given an
integerq and a finitenumberof elementsak, fl, in A such that
EkEKaklk

=

0,

deg(ak) + deg(flk)

= q + 1.

relationin the in= 0 is a (homogeneous)
Then the equationEk6Kak3k
tuitivesense; we shall associate it withthe pair (d, z) constructedin the
followingway. We take COto be freeon one generatorcoin COo;we take
C1to be freeon generatorsc1,kin Clt(k), where t(k)=deg(fJ). We define
d: C1- Coby Clskd = fkcO; we definez by z = EkE akcl k. We thus have
zd

0, z e

C1,q+i.
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Our axiomswill ensurethat if an operation1) is associated with such
= 0
a pair (d, z), thenit is definedon classes x in H1(X) such that 8Ck(x)
foreach k, and has values in
H1+q(X)/AKaH1

+qrk(X)

whererk= deg (ak). (Note that a relationof degree (q + 1) corresponds
to an operationof degree q.)
The readermay like to keep in mind some explicit examples of pairs
(d, z), to illustratethe considerationsof this section.
We next remarkthat,accordingto ouraxioms,stable secondaryoperaclasses, but on right
tionsare defined,noton J-tuples{xj of cohomology
H*(X). There is no essential differencehence; if we
A-maps s C:
take a base of elementscoj in the free module C0, then an A-map
s: CO >H*(X) is determineduniquelyby givingthe images (co,)e of the
base elements;and these classes (c0,j)sin H*(X) may be chosenat will,
providedthat they have the correctdegrees. We set up a (1-1) correspondencebetweenJ-tuples{x} and maps s by writing
-

xJ =

(co,)s

.

It is always to be understoodthat operations(D{x} are to be identified
withoperations1'(s) in this way.
We now give the axioms. We will say that ? is a stable secondary
operation associated with the pair (d, z) if it satisfiesthe following
axioms.

Axiom 1. 1'(s) is definedifand onlyif s: C0 H*(X) is a rightA-map
such that de = 0.
-

For the next axiom,supposethatthe total degreesof s, z are 1,q. Let
f: C1 H*(X) run over the right A-maps of total degree 1, and let
Ql+q(z,X) be the set of elementszf in Hl+q(X).
-

Axiom 2.

(s) e Hl +q(X)/QI+q(z,X).

For the next axiom,let g: X-+ Y be a map, and let s: C0o H*(Y) be
a rightA-mapsuch that de = 0.
Axiom 3. ((?(s))g* = >(esg*).
It is understoodthat the g* on the left-handside of this equation deof quotientgroups,inducedbythe homomorphism
notes a homomorphism
g* of cohomology
groups.
For the nextaxiom,let sX be the suspensionof X, and let s: H*(sX)
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H*(X) be the suspensionisomorphism,
as in ? 3.4. Let s: C0
be a rightA-mapsuch that de = 0.

H*(sX)

Axiom 4. (ID(s))s = (es).
The s on the left-handside of this equation is to be interpretedlike
the g* in Axiom3.
For the nextaxiom,let (X, Y) be a pairof spaces, and let s: CO H*(X)
be a rightA-mapof degree 1 such that de = 0 and si* = 0. We can now
findrightA-maps r): CO H*(X, Y) and C: C1 H*( Y)(of total degree
1) to completethe followinganticommutative
diagram.
-

-

H*(Y) <2 H*(X) <

H*(Y) <2 H*(X)

H*(X, Y)
d
Co <

'

C
C

Axiom 5. (F(s))i* = [z?] mod (QI+9(z,X))i*.
It is understoodthat [z4] denotes the coset containingz?. We easily
checkthat this coset is independentof the choiceof Y and C.
The followingtheoremsmay help to justifythis set of axioms.
THEOREM 3.6.1. For each pair (d, z), thereis at least one associated

operation(.

THEOREM3.6.2. If 1',T are twooperationsassociated with the same

pair (d, z), then theydifferbya primary operation, in the sense that
thereis an elementc in (Cokerd)q such that ID(s)- T(s) = [ce].
We note that these theoremsdo not dependon any choiceof bases in
COand C1; however,we may of courseuse bases in the proofs.
We will now commenton the effectof these axioms. Let us take bases
cO,, c1,k in CO,C1;supposethat the total degreesof cOJ,clk are nj, mk-1.
We may write
(Cl,k)d

where ak,

lkJ

=

EjrJjkJCoj

,

Z =

EkEKakclk

lie in A. We may define a stable primary operation ak (in

J variables)by

ak1{XJ}

=

EEj1kJXJ

Then (as we easily check) Axiom 1 is equivalentto sayingthat 1) is definedon J-tuples {XJ such that x e HI +nj(X) for each j e J and ak {XJ} =0
foreach k e K.
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Axiom 2 states that the " indeterminacy" of 1' is Ql+q(z, X); with the

above notation,we have

Ql+q(z,

X)

=

EkKakHMk(X)

is given in this
It is easy to see that any operationwhose indeterminacy
way satisfiesAxiom1, ? 3.5.
Axiom3 states that 1Dis natural. Axiom4 states that 1Dis stable, in
the sense of ? 3.5. It is now clear that every 1' satisfyingour axioms is
a stable secondaryoperationin the sense of ? 3.5.
Axiom5 may be regardedin two ways. On the one hand, it is a version of one of the Peterson-Steinrelations[28], and is of some use in
applications. On the otherhand, it serves to prescribethe universalexample for 1', withoutmakingexplicitmentionof any such thing. This is
made preciseby Lemma 3.6.3; we shallneed the followingnotation. Let
1Dbe an operationsatisfyingAxioms1-4, and let ak be as above. Let V,
a' be the 1U"
componentsof the stable operations4', a, (as in ? 3.5); and
associatedwiththe K-tuple {a' }, as in ?? 3.3,
let E be a canonicalfibering
3.5. (For this purpose we assume that 1 > - v, where i. is given by
v = MinjejkEK(nj, mk - 1).) We may referto E as a "canonical fibering
associated withd". Let the maps 00,01 be as in Lemma 3.5.2; and let
to the J-tuple{e,}, so that
H*(E) be the A-map corresponding
SE.
Co
SE = 00SCot*. We may regardSE as analogousto the "fundamentalclass"
in an Eilenberg-MacLanespace. We have ak{ej} = 0, or equivalently
-

dSE =

0, So

that4(SE)

LEMMA3.6.3.

is defined.

V satisfies Axiom 5 if and onlyif
z01 e

.

(VI(SE))i*

PROOF. Suppse V satisfiesAxiom5; then we may apply Axiom 5 to
the followingdiagram(in whichthe square is providedby Lemma 3.5.2):
H*(F)

AH*(E)

i
wrap

H*(E, F)

2

H*(B, bo)

H*(B)
00
cT

e1

The conclusionwhichwe obtainis

<

d

H*(F)

H*(E)
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e

zol

(4

(-SE))i

*

Conversely,supposethat (V satisfiesthis condition;we have to verify
to do so when the pair (X, Y) is a pair of CWAxiom5. It is sufficient
complexes. In this case, supposegiven s and Y2 C0 H* (X, Y), as in
Axiom5. Since B is a generalisedEilenberg-MacLanespace, we can constructa map f: X, Y B, b, so that the compositemap
-*

-

C0 ?

H*(B) <

H*(B, bo)

f

H*(X, Y)

coincideswithY). By Lemma 3.3.8, we can liftf to g: X, Y - E, F. We
can now take ? to be the compositemap
Cg

H*(F)

9

H*(Y)

.

But with this choice of C, we have
zC e (4)z(s))i*,

by applyingg* to the originalcondition. This completesthe proof.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.6.1. Suppose given a pair (d, z). Let us take
bases c0,, cC1kin C0,C1; and let us keep the othernotationsintroducedin
the commentson the axioms,so that the K-tuple {ar} is as above. Let
El be a canonicalfiberingassociatedwiththe K-tuple {al}. Let us fixon
a value X of 1such thatX > Max (- v, q - 2v). By Lemma3.5.2, we may
choosea class v in Hx+.(E,) so that
vi* = z01.

Since we shall later wish to quote the part of the argumentwhichstarts
at this point,we give it the status of a lemma.
LEMMA3.6.4. Withthedata above,thereis at least one operation 4)
associated with (d, z) (in the sense of Axioms 1-5) and such that
(EA, {el}, v) is a universal example for VA.
It is clear that this lemmaimpliesthe theorem.
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.6.4. We have canonical fiberings -r,: El
B, associated with K-tuples {a'} (at least for 1 > - ). By Theorem3.4.9,
tr1+1:f2E,+1-42B,+ is a canonical fiberingassociated with {al}; by
Theorem 3.3.6, it is equivalent to -r,: El
B, We choose a finitechain
of equivalencesconnectingthem. Our next step is to choose a sequence
in
of classes vze Hl+q(E,) so that vA= v and so that the class vW+lu
Hl+q(f7E,1+)correspondsto v1 in Hl+q(E,) under the finite chain of
equivalences. This choice is clearly possible and unique, because the
suspension
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a Hr+ (El+1)
is an isomorphismfor r < 2(1 +

Hr(&2Ez+1)

4). Let V>(for1 >

-

) be the operation

given by the universalexample (El, {el}, vl). Then it is clear that the
operationgivenbyvl(namelyV) coincideswiththatgivenbyv +la (namely
((D)+1)8).
To obtain a stable operation(1 (in the sense of ? 3.5) we need
only define its components (F' for 1 <

-

i

by the inductive formula

(foreach 1).
(<> = (<l +1)S
We have nowdefinedthe operation<1 required;it remainsto verifythat
it has the desiredproperties.We have ensuredthat v is a universal example for <>. Further,we have satisfiedAxioms 3 and 4 (since <1 is
natural and stable) and also Axiom1 (since (DI is definedon the natural
subset determinedby {al}).
We next considerthe equation
zz01 .

vli*

It holds for1 = X, by hypothesis;we may deduce that it holds for all 1
(such that 1 >

-

), since the suspension

a: HrT+(F1+1) Hr(&2F+ 1)
-

forr < 2(1 + 4).
is an isomorphism
to do this
We can now verifyAxiom2. By suspension,it is sufficient
for1 > - v. In this case, Theorem3.4.6 showsthat the values of (VI are
cosets of (V'(O); we will show that (V'(O)- Ql+q(z,X). It is sufficient
to do this in the case when X is a CW-complex.In thiscase, any element
can be writtenin the formvlg*,whereg: X-Ez is a map such
of VDl(O)
that {ezg*} = 0. Since el = b-r*, we have {b't-t*g*}= 0, and therefore
tDg: X- B, is homotopicto the constantmap at b,. Coveringthis homotopy,we finda map h: X Fz such that g^-ih: X El. We now have
vlg* = vli*h* = zOih* .

Since 0ih*: C1- H*(X) is an A-map of degree 1, we have shown that
4Il(0) C Ql+q(z,X). Since any A-mapf: C1 H*(X) of degree 1 may be

writtenin the form0jh*by a suitable choice of h, we easily see that
(VI(O)D Q l +q(z,X). This completesthe proofof Axiom2.
It remainsonlyto verifyAxiom5. But this followsimmediatelyfrom
Lemma 3.6.3, at least if 1 >

-

v; and the case 1 <

-

v may be deduced

by suspension. This completesthe proofof Lemma3.6.4 and of Theorem
3.6.1.
PROOF OF THEOREM3.6.2. Suppose that 1',P are two operationsas-
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sociatedwiththe same pair (d, z). Let us keep the generalnotationused
above; let X be a value of 1 such that X > Max(-v, q - 2v), and let E
be a canonical fiberingassociated with {al}. By Axiom5 and Lemma
3.6.3, we have

Z01 e (1(SE))i*

Let v be a class in 'I(sE) such that vi* = z01. Similarly,let w be a class
in T(sE) such that wi* = z01;then (v-w)i* = 0. By Lemma 3.5.2, there
is an elementc in (Co)q such that v - w = cO,-m,*.This shows that
I'(SE)

-

-

p(SE)

[CSE]

=

0

Let us definea stable operationX by
X(6) =

-T(s)

(s)

-

[ce]

then X satisfiesthe conditionsof Lemma 3.5.1; thereforeX(s) = 0. This
completesthe proofof Theorem3.6.2.
It is clear thatoperationssatisfyingAxioms1-5 are linear,in the sense
that
(D(s + s')

=

m(s) +

I(s').

In fact,Theorem3.4.6 shows that thisis true foroperationsconstructed
by the methodof Lemma 3.6.4; and Theorem3.6.2 enables us to deduce
resultforany operation(D.
the corresponding
3.7. Propertiesof theoperations. In this sectionwe shall prove certain propertiesof the stable secondaryoperationsdescribedin the last
section. In contentthese propertiesare relationswhich hold between
certain sums of compositeoperations,such as EreRaar(. and EreRI>rar;
here, the ar are primaryoperations,and the (Dr are secondaryoperations.
We shall give these propertiesa formin keepingwithour algebraicmachinery. They are stated as Theorems3.7.1 and 3.7.2; these results are
essentialforthe applications.
We shall not discussoperationsof the formIDT, since such operations
are tertiary,not secondary;4INP{xj is only definedif akT {xj = 0 for
various

ak.

We firstsuppose given an A-map d: C1 ,C0(of the usual kind) and
finitely
manyelementsZr in Ker d and of degrees qr. Suppose that
Z

=

ErERarZr

where are A and deg(ar) + qr- q. Suppose that operations(Dr correspondto the pairs (d, Zr); thenwe have the followingresult.
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THEOREM
3.7.1. There is an operation 1Dassociated with (d, z) and
such that
-= [I?(s)]

ErER[ar(Dr()]

for each X and each A-map s: C

modErarQ'+qr(Zr,
X)
H*(X) (of degree1) such thatds=O.

We remarkthat Ql+q(z,X) C ErarQ+'r(ZrX); this is easily verified.
We may call the groupErarQl+qr(Zr,X) the total indeterminacyof the
operationsar/Irand 1'; the expressionsin square bracketsdenote cosets
of this group. It is worthnoting,forthe applications,that if the set R
containsonlyone memberr, then
Ql+q(z, X) - arQ +qr(zrX).

PROOFOF THEOREM3.7.1. Let E = E, be a canonical fiberingassociat-

ed withd, forsome X>Max(- v, q- 2v). Let Vrbe an elementin (Fr('SE)
such that vri* = ZrO1. Define v by v = ErERarvr; then v e Hx+q(E) and
vi*= z01. By Lemma 3.6.4 thereis an operation<1 associated with (d, z)
such that v e 1'(SE). We thus have
[ID(SE)]

-

ErER

[arTIr(SE)]

=

0

=

0

By Lemma 3.5.1 we have
[('

)-

ErER[arr(S)]

This completesthe proof.
For the nexttheorem,we supposegiventhe followinganticommutative
diagram,in whichd and d' are A-mapsof the usual kind,whilep, and pi
are A-mapsof degree r.
dj

jd'
PO CO

Let z be an elementof Ker d, of total degreeq, and let 1 be an operation
associatedwith(d, z). Then we have the followingresult.
THEOREM
3.7.2. Thereis an operationV' associated with (d', zp1)such
that
- [V(s')]
4J(poos?)

mod Qz+g+r(Z,X)

for each X and each A-map s': C? )H*(X)(of degree1) such thatd's'=O.
We remarkthat <>(pos')is definedand that Q +q+r(z?,
X) c QZ+q+r(z,
X);
this is easily verified.
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EXAMPLE.Considerthe case in whichC0,C' are freeon singlegenerators c0,c' of degree zero, and po is definedby c0p0= ac', where a e A,.
We may replace the map s' by a class x' in H*(X), and our conclusion
becomes
4,(ax') = [4,'(x')]
For later use, we give the firststep in the proofthe statusof a lemma.
Let X be a value of 1 such that X > Max(-v', q + r - 2v'); let E' = E
be a canonicalfiberingassociatedwithd'.
LEMMA3.7.3. Thereis a class v' in Hx+4+r(E')such that
v' e

(D(POSE')

,

V'i

=

ZP1O1 .

This is immediate,by applyingAxiom5 (for ID)to the followinganticommutativediagram.
H*(F?)

H*(E?)

i
*'>,

H*(E', F')

H*(F)

H*(E')

H*(B', b?)
H*(BP)

0T

d

Po

{p
P

Co

PROOF OF THEOREM3.7.2. Let v' be as in the lemma. By Lemma 3.6.4,

thereis an operationV associatedwith(d', zp1)and suchthat v' e
It is now easy to checkthat the operation
.F(Po)s-)-

Vs)=

V(SE').

satisfiesthe conditionsof Lemma 3.5.1. Therefore
)] = 0.
?(KPOs-?[s'(
the
This completes
proof.
Theorem3.7.2 has a converse,whichwe state as Lemma 3.7.4. Suppose given the followingdiagram,in whichd and d' are A-maps of the
usual kind,whilepois an A-mapof degree r.
C1
d|

C1
d'
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Let z, z' be elementsof Ker d, Ker d' of total degrees q, q + r, and let
1', 1" be operationsassociatedwiththe pairs (d, z), (d', z'). Assume the
followingconditions:( i) WhereverV(s') is defined,ID(p0s')is defined.
(ii) For one value X of 1 such that X > Max(- V, q+r-2v') we have
foreach A-maps': C0 H*(X) of degree X such that V(s') is defined.
Then we have the followingconclusions.
LEMMA3.7.4. With the above data, there is an A-map pl: C1 C' (of
degree r) such that pld' = (- 1)rdp, and z' = zp1. Moreover, we have

for A-maps s' of any degree.
PROOF. Our firststep is to deduce from(i) that Im(dp,)c Im d'. Let
Et = .Et be a canonicalfiberingassociated with d'; then d'sE, = 0, and
hence dpOs, = 0; using Lemma 3.5.2, we see that
(Im dpo)tc (Im d'),
if t < 1 + 2v'. Since 1 is arbitrary,we have Im(dpo)c Im d'.
We can now constructsome map pl: C1 C' (of degree r) such that
p1d'= (- 1)rdpo.Let E' = EI be a canonicalfiberingassociatedwithd'.
such that
By Lemma 3.7.3, there is a class v' in HA+q+r(EP)
v' e

Jj(PosE1) ,

v'i* = zp'O

On the otherhand, thereis a class w' in HA+q+r(E) such that
w' eI9V(SE')

C

W i* = Z'01

(POSE'),

By Axiom2 for 1', we have an A-mapf: C1H*(E')
such that w'-v'=
zf; thus (z' - zp')O' = zfi*. UsingLemma3.5.2, we can definean A-map
C1 Ker d' such that
g C
g1 IC1,ft=

fi*l C1,t

for t < q +1.

= zg. We can take p1 = P + g.
It is now clear that Ql+q+r(zP,X) c Ql+q+r(z,X) for each 1, so we may
apply Lemma 3.5.1 to the operation

We now have z'-zp.

X(E')=

I@(Po)s')-

and show that it is zero. This completesthe proof.
We now give a subsidiaryresult,whichmay howeverserve to justify
some of our concepts. We shall supposethat the coefficient
group G is a
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field, that (P is an operation associated with a pair (d, z), and that
1 > Max (- v, q - 2v) (with the notationsused above); in other words,
we shall onlyprovethis resultin a stable range of dimensions.
LEMMA3.7.5. If themap d: CHI+COis minimal (in thesense of ? 2.1)
thenthe lth componentbVof 1' is minimal (in thesense of ? 3.2).
associatedwithd. If there
PROOF. Let E = E, be a canonicalfibering
is an operationT such that T c V, choosea class v in P(SE); let XI be
the operationdeterminedby the universalexamplev; then XIc P c (DI,
by Lemma 3.2.3. By Lemma 3.6.4, XIis one componentof a stable operation X associatedwithsome pair (d, z'). By Lemma 3.7.4, there is an
C1 such that p1d = d and z' = zp1. Since d is minimal, Pi
is an isomorphism.ThereforeQl+q(z, X) - Ql+q(zs X), and XI = If = V.

A-map p1: C1

-

This completesthe proof.

3.8. Outlineof applications. Throughoutthissectionwe shall assume

groupG is a field. Underthiscondition,we shall give
that the coefficient
a generalschemeforapplyingthe resultsof ?? 3.6, 3.7. We wishto show,
in particular,how homologicalalgebra helps us to findsecondaryoperations to serve given purposes,and to findrelationsbetweensuch operations. For example, if a class x in Hn(X) generates a sub-A-moduleM
of H*(X), we shall be led to consideroperations1r definedon x and in
(1-1) correspondencewith a base of TorA(G, M). The particular formulae used later were foundby applyingthe principlesoutlinedin this
section.
Suppose given a sub-A-moduleM of H*(X) whichis locally finite-dimensional. Suppose that we wish to studythe stable secondaryoperations 1'whichare definedon J-tuples{xj ofclasses in M. It is equivalent
to say that such operationsID are definedon A-mapss: C0 M. Each
such 1' will be associatedwitha pair (d, z) such that de = 0.
to considerone particularpair of A-mapsd: C1 Coand
It is sufficient
:C - ) M such that
-

C-

d

M

Co

0

Co and s': CO M are some other Ais exact. For suppose that d': Cmaps such that d's' - 0, and let V' be an operationcorrespondingto a

pair (d', z'). Then we can formthe followingdiagram.
1

IO

C,

co

{i

> CnM
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By Theorem3.7.2, we have
forsome 1Dassociated with (d, z'pj).

We may therefore suppose that the A-maps d: C1

-

Co and s: CO >M

consideredare the beginningof a minimalresolution,in the sense of ? 2.1;
let its firstfew termsbe
dC3

d,2

C1 diCo

M

.

We may now considera subset of the operationsq1. Take an A-base
of elementsC2,r
in C2; set Zr = C2 rd2;let (Drbe an operationcorresponding
to (d1,Zr). It is a propertyof the operationsID,that the otheroperations
1' are linearlydependenton them,in a suitablesense. To be precise,let
1Dbe an operationassociatedwitha pair (d1,z). Since zdl =0 and Ker
di = Im d2,we have z = Erarzr forsome ar in A.
By Theorems3.7.1, 3.6.2 we have
[<>('S)]= [CEl+ Er [ar(Ir(S)]

(modulothe total indeterminacy
involved). It is thereforesufficient
to
considerthe operations4.r(S), providedthat their indeterminaciesare
small enoughforour purposes.
By ? 2.1, the basic operations(Dr are in (1-1) correspondencewith a
G-base of TorA(G, M). It may happen that we can calculate TorA(G,M)
withoutusing resolutions;if so, we can counthowmanybasic operations
(D. are needed.
We have now shownhow we may considera set of basic operations;
we proceedto show how we may considerrelationsbetweenthem.
First take an elementC3of C3. We may write
c3d3=

ErarC2,,.

(where ar e A)

.

Applyingd2, we have Erarzr = 0. By Theorems 3.7.1, 3.6.2 we have
involved). Now let C3
E,. [arr(s)]- = [c] (modulothe total indeterminacy
run over an A-base of C3; we obtainbasic relationsbetween the (Dr, in
(1-1) correspondencewith a base of TorA(G,M). As before,it may
happen that we can calculate TorA(G, M) withoutusing resolutions. In
this case we can counthow manybasic relationsare available.
We will now considera slightlydifferent
application,which concerns
compositeoperationsof the form<>a. Suppose that M, M' are (locally
submodulesof H*(X) suchthat M'c M. We can take
finite-dimensional)
minimalresolutionsof M, M' and formthe followingdiagram.
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C2

C1

21
C2

d

21

-

M'

co

diplel

C,

0

-

Let T' be a basic operationcorresponding
to a pair (d', c'd'); we seek to
evaluate P'(s') in termsof basic operationsI>(s). For example,if M is
generated(qua A-module)by one generatorx, and if M' is generatedby
ax (wherea e A), thenthe problemis equivalentto evaluatingT'(ax) in
termsof operationsI'r(x).
Let us write
C2P2

=

ErV2,r

=

ErbrZr

(where br e A)

Then we have
c~dfpi

By Theorems3.6.2, 3.7.1, 3.7.2 we have
l[ce] + Erbrr(S)]

(modulothe total indeterminacy
involved).
It may happenthat this formulais usefulto us onlyif the coefficients
brare of positivedegree. To locate the P' whichadmita formulaof this
sort,one shouldfindthe kernelof
i:Tor2(G. M ) ,TorA (G. M);
for the coefficients
brof degree zero in c'p2=

b

are determinedby

i* t

This concludesour outlineof the use of homologicalalgebra in searching foroperationsand relationsto serve given purposes.
3.9. The Cartan formula. Throughoutthis section,we shall assume
that the coefficient
domainG is the fieldZ, of integersmodulop, where
p is a prime. Underthis condition,we shall provethe existenceof a Cartan formula[11] forexpanding 1?(xy),wherexy is a cup-productand ID
is an operationof the sortconsideredin ? 3.6. The expansionwhich we
obtainis of the form
E~~
(-)?r4)(:r,

~~

(Y)

-

wherethe signs are given by
)(r) = deg (x) deg (ID') .
We can give one elementaryexampleof the sortof Cartan formulaat
issue; for the Bocksteincoboundary/3pfis a stable operation,and is a
secondaryoperationiff = 2; it satisfiesthe formula
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/3pf
(xy) D (/3,fX)y+ (- 1)X(,flfy)
where

i=

deg(x).

The preciseresultwe requireis statedas Theorem3.9.4; the remainder
of this sectionis devotedto provingit. The proofuses the methodof the
universal example. The obviousuniversalexample forthis purpose is. a
Cartesian product,as consideredby Serre [30]. However,we are particularly concernedwithstable operations;we must thereforeshow how
our Cartan formulaebehave undersuspension. For this purposewe use
a "product" moreconveniently
relatedto the suspension.Let Y', Y" be
enumerableCW-complexeswithbase-pointsy', y"';we may formthe "reduced product" [18]
Y' X Y"

Y'x

=

Y").

Y"/(Y'?xy~'Uyx

Thisis again an enumerableCW-complex.The quotientmap q: Y' x Y"->
Y' X Y" inducesa homomorphism
q+: H+(Y'

X Y"?)

H+(Y'

x Y?),

and q+ embedsH+(Y' X Y") as a directsummandof H+(Y' x Y"), complementaryto H+(Y') and H+(Y"). If y' e H+(Y') and y" e H+(Y"), we
have the "external" cup-producty' x y" in H+(Y' x Y") and a "reduced" cup-producty' X y" in H+(Y' X Y") definedby
(Y' X Y")q+ = y' x y" .

We now set up some more notation. If K, L are subsets of Hq(X),
Hr(X) thenwe defineKL to be the set of cup-productski, where k e K,
1e L; thus KL c Hq+r(X). If K, L are subsets of Hq(X) and X, a lie in
Zp, thenwe defineXK + uL to be the set of linearcombinationsXk+ u1,
wherek e K, 1e L. These definitions
give a precisesense to formulaesuch
as
Er(_

r
M7()(~~)(~tY;

an expressionof this sortdenotessome set of cohomologyclasses.
If K, L are subsetsof Hq(Y'), Hq(Y") thenwe definethe subset KXL
of Hq+r(Y?X Y") in a similarway.
We will now use the reducedproductto studyCartan formulaevalid
in a fixedpair of dimensions.We will supposethat each of S, S', S" is
a naturalsubset of cohomology,
in one variable,whose dimensionis 1,1',
1" in the threecases. Let R be a finiteset of indicesr; let 1', IDr,IDr!be
operationsdefinedon S, S', S", and of degrees (say) q, q', qr'. We will
supposethat
l'+l"==l,
(foreachr)
qr+ q'=q
and that our operationshave argumentsand values of positivedegree.
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We willsay that P can be expandedon S', S" in termsof VI, VI if the
followingtwoconditionshold. First,foreach space Xand each x' e S'(X),
x" e S"(X) we have
intersectionwith
(i ) x'x" e S(X), and 4I(x'x") has a non-empty
1

Er(

?rx )?r (

where 1Y(r)= l'q'.
Secondly, whenever Y', Y" are enumerable CW-complexes and
y' e S'(Y'), y" e S"(Y") we have
intersection
(ii) y' X y" e S(Y' X Y"), and 1'(y'X y") has a non-empty
with

Er(

-

jiy(r),j(y,)

X

14'(y")

For our firstlemma,we supposethat we can chooseenumerableCWcomplexes Y', Y" and classes y' e H+(Y'), y" e H+(Y") so that (Y', y'),
(Y", y") are universalexamplesforS', S". (We can certainlydo this if
the subsets S', S" are determinedby K-tuples of primaryoperations,
of ? 3.3 byweaklyequivalent
since we can replace the canonicalfiberings
enumerableCW-complexes.)
3.9.1. If condition(ii) aboveholdsfor one such pair of universal examples (Y', y') and (Y", y"), thenconditions(i) and (ii) hold
in general,so that 4 can be expandedon S', S" in termsof 14, VI.
This lemmais immediate,by naturality.
LEMMA

For our next lemma,we suppose that not onlythe subsets S', S" but
also the subsets (S'),, (S")3 admituniversalexampleswhichare enumerable CW-complexes.
LEMMA 3.9.2. If 41can be expandedon S', S" in termsof 41r,4"1' then
(Ds can be expandedon (S') , S" in termsof (4I)9, VI and on S', (S")s in

termsof V, (,')S.
to provethathalfof the lemmawhichrelates to
PROOF. It is sufficient
S", since the otherhalf may be provedsimilarly,
()s,
If Y is a CW-complex,we may interpretthe suspensions Y to be the
to the ordinary
reducedproductS1X Y, sincethisis homotopy-equivalent
suspensionin this case. Suppose that y e Hn(Y) (n > 0); let s1 be the
generatorof H1(S1); and let s be the suspensionisomorphism.Then we
have the equation
ys

1=

(-1)ns

X Y.

If Y', Y" are enumerableCW-complexes,we have the "associativity"
formula
(S1X Y')X

Y"=SiX(Y'X

Y").
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In H+(S1 X Y' X Y") we have
(y' X y )s 1 = (-l)n1"(yts-1) X yy"

(where n" = deg(y")); this followseasily fromthe equation above and
the associativityof the cup-product.
Now let (Y', y'), (Y", y") be universal examples for (S')s, S". Since
(-l)I"y' e (S')s(Y'), we have (- 1)1"y's-1e S'(S1 X Y'); also y" e S"(Y").
If <1 can be expandedon S', S", we have
(- 1)// (y's-1) X yf?e S(Sl X Y? X Yff

whence(y' X y")s-1e S(S1 X Y' X Y") and y' X y" e S s(Y I X Y").
Again, if 1Dcan be expandedon S', S", we have
t(Cr)lvil)
Er(
X <>"(y") # 0
q?((-1)l"(y's-) X YI)I ln7n(where r(r) = V'q". In this expressionwe have

r?((- 1) ~y8-) = ((?1)r1s((_1Yl 8t))s-1 = (- 1y (((Dr) (y ))s

S

by Lemma 3.4.2. A littlemanipulationnow shows that
DS(yvXy)
Jr(-.),(r)(DIt)s(yI) X I(DI(y"l)# 0
where (r) = (' - 1)q". By Lemma 3.9.1, (Ds can be expanded on (S)s,
S" in terms of (D')s, 44". This completes the proof.
It will be convenientif we nowset up the data forTheorem3.9.4. Let
C0 be a freeA-moduleon one generatorc0of degree zero. We suppose
COand d": C"'
given three A-maps d: C1 CO,d': C'
CO',as in ? 3.6.
=
that
d'
that
0
for
0
and
is
We shall suppose
q <
C',q+l
C',1: C1 -C1
monomorphic;this assumptionis automaticallysatisfiedif d' is minimal.
The resultof thisassumptionabout d' is that if El is a canonicalfibering
associatedwithd', as in ? 3.6, then El is (1- l)-connected and H1(EI) =
Z,, generatedby the "fundamentalclass" el. We make the corresponding assumptionabout d".
Correspondingto d, d', d" we have stable naturalsubsets T, T', T" in
one variable. We now make an essentialassumptionrestricting
d, d', d";
we supposethat foreach space X and foreach x' e T'(X), x" e T"(X) the
cup-productx'x" lies in T(X).
-

-

LEMMA3.9.3.

(a) If Y', Y" are enumerableCW-complexesand y'e T'(Y'), y" e
T"(Y") thenY' X Y" e T(Y' X Y").
(b) If X is any space, then
T'(X) c T(X),
T"(X) c T(X) .
PROOF OF PART (a). By our assumptions, the external cup-product

y x y" lies in T(Y' x Y"); and if a, is a primaryoperationsuch that
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ak(y'

x y")

=

0, then ak(y' X y") = 0, since q+ is a monomorphism.

PROOFOF PART (b). It is sufficient
to proveone inclusion,say the second. If 1 > 0, let (Y", y") be a universalexample for (T")' such that
Y" is an enumerableCW-complex;then y" e (T")I(Y"). The element
(-1)'s' in H1(S1) certainlylies in (T')1(S1), sincea(-1)Is'=0 foreach primaryoperationa ofpositivedegree.Therefore(- 1)'s'Xy" e TL+l(SlX Y");

since y''s'I = (-1)'s1

X y" and T is stable, we have y" e TZ(YPP). The in-

clusion(T ")L(X) c T L(X) fora generalspace X nowfollowsby naturality.
We will now state Theorem3.9.4. This theoremwill allow us to expand 4I(x'x") in the form
'V

(X?)X" + Enr~A (O

(-r
r
1)'(r)'I?(xP)Ft(xP)

?

)

wheneverx' e T'(X) and x" e T"(X). It will also give us some information about the operationseV, bV whichoccur in the end terms of this
expansion;theyare essentiallythe same as (.
THEOREM3.9.4. If d, d', d", T, T' and T" are as above,and if ( is an
operation of degree q > 0 associated with a pair (d, z), thenthereare
operations V, (V? whichare associated with pairs (d', z'), (d", z") and
satisfythefollowingconditions.
( i ) For each pair of dimensions (1, m), the component

V`itm

can be

expanded on (T')z, (T")mn
in termsof ((I4)', (V.P?)M.
(ii) There are twovalues a, w of r suchthat(", V are identityoperations. For r * a, o we have
O<deg(C) < q , O < deg((V) < q
(iii) There is an A-map pl: C1-> C1 sulchthat pld' = d and zp1= z'.
For each space X and each x' e T'(X) we have
(iv) There is an A-map po':C1-C' such thatpW'd'= d and zp0'= z".
For each space X and each x" e T"(X) we have
Vj(x") c '1(x") .

We requirea furtherlemma,whichis a converseof Lemma 3.9.2. We
shall suppose that (, V', (1 are stable operationsassociated with pairs
(d, z), (d', z'), (d", z"); we set q = deg(Q).
LEMMA3.9.5. If .lim can be expanded on (T')L, (T")m in terms of
can be expanded on (T')'+1,
((')', (qj?")m and if 1 > q, m > q then (+m+1
(T")m in terms of (.1)i+1, (D?4)m and on (T')L, (T")m1lin terms of (Or)L,
(<~tn+1
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Roughlyspeaking,the effectofLemmas3.9.2 and 3.9.5 is that in order
to considera single pair of dimento proveTheorem3.9.4, it is sufficient

sions (1, m).
to prove
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.9.5. As for Lemma 3.9.2, it is sufficient

that half of the lemmawhichpasses fromdimensions(1,m) to dimensions
(1 + 1, m). Let (Y', y'), (Y", y") be universalexamplesfor(T')'+1, (T")m
such that Y', Y" are enumerableCW-complexes.As in Lemma 3.5.1,
we can take a space X and a map g: sX
g*: Hr(yP)

-

Y' such that

) Hr(sX)

is an isomorphism
forr < 1 + q + 1; we may suppose that X is an enumerable CW-complex,and that sX is the reduced productS1 X X. We
can now formthe map
gxl:

S1XXXY"

Y'X Y";

this inducesisomorphisms
of cohomology
up to dimension1 + m + q + 1
at least. It is now easy to check that
#0
4JDI+r+l(yv X v ) n Er(1),q(r) ((IV), +1(y) X ((Ir )m(y")
by applying(g X 1)+ and using the data. The conclusionnow followsby
Lemma 3.9.1. This completesthe proof.
PROOF OF THEOREM3.9.4. We begin by fixingattentionon a pair of
dimensions (1, m) such that 1 > q, m

>

q. Let El, E" be canonical fiber-

ings associatedwithd', d", as in ? 3.6. We may take weakly equivalent
enumerableCW-complexesY', Y"; we writey', y" for the classes correspondingto the fundamentalclasses e', e". Since H*(Y'), H*(Y") are
the reducedcup-product
locallyfinite-dimensional,
a: H+(Y') 0 H+(Y")

-

H+(Y' X Y")

is an isomorphism.The coset D (y' X y") is defined;we may choose a
class v in 1'(y' X y"), and expand v in the form

Vv
-1' rX
x v;'r
~rV1)-q(r)v?
=Er(
-

where vre H+(Y'), v"?e H+(Y") and 7(r) = l(deg (v')-im). By our original data, Y' is (1 - l)-connected and H1(Y') = Z,, generated by y';
similarlyfor Y". We maythereforetake ourexpansionso thatdeg(v?)> 1
and deg(v7) > m, except that v- = y' and v- = y". By Lemma 3.6.4,
there are operations14r(forr # w), '14'(forr a)
o whichare associated
withpairs(d', z4), (d", z7) and are suchthat v', vr'are universalexamples
for(('D)I, ('1??)m.We define4D?and eV??
directly,definingthemto be identity operations. By Lemma 3.9.1, JDl+m
can be expanded on (T')', (T??)m
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in termsof ((J')i, (eD")mf.By Lemmas 3.9.2 and 3.9.5, a similarconclusion
followsin everypair of dimensions.This establishesparts ( i ) and (ii)
of the theorem.
We will now examinethe class v" whichoccursin the above expansion.
Let us take W = S', so that H'(W) = Zp, generated by w. We may take
a map f: W - Y such that y'f = (-1)lmw; thusf +: Hr(Y,)
Hr(W) is

zero forr > 1. We have

Xr

Er(-)7)V

(Y'

er

X

Y

)

applying(f X 1)+, we find
(_l)1(9+m)wX V??e i+mn((-1)imw X Y )

in W X Y". But W X Y" is the i-foldsuspensionof Y", and we have
the equation
(fory e Ht(YY")).

ys-1 = (-l)"tw X Y

Lemma 3.2.3 now showsthat
Since D is stable, we deduce v" e 1Dm(y").
(?ItP)mn(X") c PDm(x")

(for x" e (T ")m(X)).

Lemma 3.7.4 nowshowsthe existenceofan A-mapp?': C1
Pid?' = d and zpo' = z"?; it also guarantees that

C?' such that

??(x??)c: D(x??)

for classes x" of any degree. This establishespart (iv) of the theorem;
we may establishpart (iii) similarly.The proofof Theorem3.9.4 is complete.
CHAPTER 4. PARTICULAR OPERATIONS

4.1. Introduction. In this chapterwe shall use the theoryof Chapter
3 to defineand studya particularset of secondarycohomology
operations
they
FD,. These operationsact on cohomologywithmod 2 coefficients;
will be definedin ? 4.2. The object of our workis to provethe formula
Eil

aiJaki,

(u) =

[Sq21(u)]

mentionedin Chapter1; thisformulais provedin ? 4.6. The line of proof
is as follows. We firstapply the theoryof Chapter3 to provea formula
E

jaiJ

k(Diju)

=

[XSq2k+l(u)]

X. We thendeterminethe coefficontainingan undeterminedcoefficient
cient X by applyingthe formulato a suitableclass u in the cohomology
of a suitablespace. For this purposewe use complexprojectivespace of
infinitely-many
dimensions,whichwe shall call P. We thereforeneed to
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know the values of the operationsO j% in P; these are foundin ? 4.5. It
turns out that an inductivecalculationis possible;there are many relations between the different
operationsin P, and these enable us to deduce, fromthe value ofone selectedoperation,the values ofall theothers.
In ? 4.4 we findthe value of this one operation. In ? 4.3 we apply the
theoryof Chapter3 to provethoserelationsbetweenthe operationswhich
are needed for the calculationin ? 4.5. This work,therefore,will complete the proofof Theorem1.1.1.
In this chapterwe have to use the Steenrodsquares Sqk forvalues of
k whichmay have a complicatedform. We thereforemake a convention,
by whichwe writeSq(k) insteadof Sqk in such cases. Similarly,we may
write {,(k) insteadof k in dealingwithA* (see ? 2.4). Again, we write
Hmn(X)insteadof Hmn(X;
Z2), and H*(X) instead of H*(X; Z2), since we
shall not have to deal withany coefficients
except Z2.
4.2. The operationsTP(u) and fDij(u). In this section we apply the
theoryof Chapter3 to definecertainparticularsecondaryoperations,acting on cohomologywithmod2 coefficients.These will be operationson
one variable.
To defineour firstoperation,we have to give a pair (d, z) (see ? 3.1).
We take COto be A-freeon one generatorc of degree zero; we take C1to
be A-freeon threegeneratorsc1,C3, C4 of degrees 1, 3, 4. We defined by
(i=1,3,4).
cid = Sqic
We definez by
z = Sq4Co +

Sq2C3 +

Sq'c4.

This pair (d, z) corresponds,of course,to the relation
Sq4Sq1 + Sq2Sq3

+

Sq'Sq4

=

0.

= 0; so byTheorems3.6.1, 3.6.2, thereis a unique
We note that (C,/dC1)4
operationP (of degree4) associatedwiththispair (d, z). This is the first
operationwe require.
To definefurtheroperations,we introducefurtherpairs(d, z). We bethe firstterms
gin by constructing

C

d

Co

Z2

of a minimalresolution(see ? 2.1) of Z2 over A. We may do this as follows. We take COto be A-freeon one generatorc of degree zero, and
definece = 1. We take C1to be A-freeon generatorsc, of degrees 2', for
i = 0, 1, 2,.... We defined by setting
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Sq (2)c.
cid
It is clear that Im (d) = Ker (e), since the elements Sq (29) are multiplicative generators for A (see [4]). It is also easy to show that d is minimal.
=
In fact, to do this, we should take an element x -c
+
,<,ajc of
degree 2L in C1, assume xd=O, and deduce that X=O. This is immediate
fromthe equation

21(2%)
((\c, +

,ac,)d)

=X

.

Next, we make use of the epimorphism0: Ker(d)
TorA(Z2,Z2) introduced in ? 2.2. It was shown in ? 2.5 that the elements hihj(with O<i<j,
inExt (Z2,Z2)formabasefor
it. For O<ij, j<
j#i+l)
i+,
then, we may take cycles zi (of degree 21 + 2J)in Ker (d) such that
(hh3)(6zi, ) = 1 .
Let CQ(j)be the submodule of C1 generated by co, c,* ... , c,. Then the cycle z, , lies in C1(j). This is clear from the degrees if i < j; if i = j, it
follows by using also the fact that d is minimal. We set d(j) = d I Cl(j).
By Theorem 3.6.1, once zi j is chosen, there is an operation Lf >(of
degree 2' + 2J - 1) associated with the pair (d(j), zi j)(where 0 < i
j,
j # i + 1). Such an operation is unique, by Theorem 3.6.2, since
= 0 if n < 2J+1. These operations bD >are the ones which we
(Co/dC1(j))n
require. They are definedon classes u such that

_

Sq(2r) (U) = O

for 0 <

r

j.

The indeterminacyof Df, may depend on the choice of the cycle zi 1, and
a fortiori the operation bD, may do so. However, all the propositions
that we shall state about the operations bD, remain equally true, whatever choice of the zi j is made. We shall therefore only need to suppose
that the z,,, are chosen in some fixedfashion.
For completeness, we should perhaps consider the operation bI{, associated with the pair (d(k), z, ) for some k > j. It has the same indeterminacy as (D ,j but is defined on fewer classes u. Moreover, by Theorem
3.7.2, we have
I{V,(u))= 41y(u)
whenever VI, (u) is defined. Thus, in what follows, we shall not need to
distinguish V, Jfrom Di j by a separate symbol.
It may be of interest to display a particular relation, holding in A,
which corresponds to a cycle which one might choose for zi j. We consider first the case i < j, so that i < j - 2. Then the Adem relations [4]
for Sq (29) Sq(2J) and Sq (2i+1)Sq (2i- 2i) both contain the term Sq (2i + 2i).
Their sum is therefore an equation of the form
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XSq(21 + 21- k)Sq(k)
with certaincoefficients
X,. We may use Adem's method[4] to express
Sq (k) in the form
Sq(k) =Eo=z< < a, Sq(2')
Sq (2)Sq (21) - E10

with certain coefficients
a,,, in A. Substituting,we obtain an equation
of the form
Sq (21)Sq(21) = Eo<

bSq(21)

withcertaincoefficients
b&in A. Hence the expression
zf = Sq(29)c, + Eo<>&c beep

is a cyclein Cl(j). The fact that it satisfiesthe equation
(hfh,)(Ozf,,)= 1

followsfromLemma 2.2.2.
The case i = j may be treatedsimilarly,but even moresimply,using
the Adem relationforSq (2J)Sq(2J)(cf. [4]).
It may be remarkedthat the above processallows us to choosethe cycles zf,,in a way whichis quite definite,if this should be required. In
fact, we have onlyto remarkthat Adem's methodforreducingSq(k) to
a sum of productsof the generatorsSq(2r) leads to a well-determined
answer. And this is clear, since it proceedsby a well-determined
reductive process,using at each step a well-determined
substitution.
We concludeby remarkingthatthe operations4,,O.j>j and (DO,2 do not
depend on the choiceof the cycleszo0,zil and Z0,2 In fact, it is easy to
see that there is onlyone choiceforthe cyclezo,0,namely Sq'co. There
are onlytwo choicesforthe cycle zj1, namely
(Sq2c1 + Sq3co) + XSq2(Sqlco)

(X = 0, 1)

These two cycles can be mappedintoone anotherby an automorphism
pi:

Cl(l)

Cl(l) defined as follows:
COp

==

Cipi =

Co
cl +

Sqlc0 .

to the two cycles coinBy Theorem3.7.2, the operationscorresponding
cide.
Similarly,thereare onlyfourchoicesforthe cycleZ0,2, namely
(Sq'c2

+ Sq2Sqlcl

+ Sq4cO) + XSql (Sq2c1 + Sq3c0) + pSq3(Sqlco)
(a,

As above, the choicedoes not affect(10,2

p e

Z2).
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4.3. Relations betweentheoperationsT and DIbj. In this section we
shall obtainthose relationsbetweenthe operationsT and 4D, which we
need in ? 4.5.
For ourfirstlemma,let u e Hm(X) (m>O) be a class such thatSql(u) = 0,
Sq3(u) = 0, Sq4(U) -0.
LEMMA

4.3.1. There is a formula
(DO,2Sq4Sq2(U)

[Sq6NP(u) + XSq10(u)]

=

valid in
Hm1f0(X)/
(SqlHm+9(X)+ Sq2SqlHm+7(X)+ Sq4HM+6(X))

fora fixedXe Z2.

We require this formulain orderto apply it to the fundamentalclass
in complex projectivespace. The actual value of X is not relevant,although at a later stage in our calculationsit would be possible to show
that X = 0.
PROOF. Informally,
the proofconsistsin showingthat the relations.
(Sq1Sq4

+

Sq2Sq1Sq2

+

Sq4Sql)

Sq4Sq2

=

0,

Sq6(Sq1Sq4 + Sq2Sq3 + Sq4Sql) = 0

are the "same". Formally,we shall obtainthis lemmaas an application
of Theorem3.7.2, and we use the notationof thatTheorem. In particular,
we take d: C1- COto be the map d(2), as used to define(DI 2 in ? 4.2; thus,
we have
cd
Again, we take d': C-

take

=

Sq (29)c

(i

COto be the d used in defining'.

' _SqVc
ciCd

=

O 1, 2).

That is, we

(i = 1, 3, 4).

We definean A-linearmap po: Co C'(of degree 6) by cpO Sq4Sq2c'. To
apply Theorem 3.7.2, we have to constructa map p1:C1 C' such that
to take
pld' = dpo. It is sufficient
-

copi = Sq4c?

cp = Sq7cl + Sq4c?
C2p1= Sq6Sq3c? + (Sq7 + Sq6Sql)c.

Taking
Z = Sq4cO+ Sq2Sqlcl + Sqlc2

we find
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zp,= Sq6(Sq4c'+ Sq2c?+ Sq1c?)
Theorems3.7.2, 3.6.2 now yield the conclusion,since (Cokerd')10=
generatedby the image of Sq10c'.

Z2,

For our next lemma,let
C

d

Co

Z2

be the firstpart of a minimalresolutionof Z2 over A, as constructedin
? 4.2. Let z e C1be such that zd = 0 and deg(z) ? 2k;thus z e C(k - 1).
Let X be an operation associated with the pair (d(k-1), z); thus
deg(x)<2k. Let u be a class such that Sq(2r)u = 0 for 0 < r < k. Then
we have the followingconclusion.
LEMMA4.3.2. If (i, (u) has zero indeterminacy,and is zero,for each

pair (i, j) with 0 < i _ j < k, j h i + 1, thenX(u) has zero indeterminacy and is zero.
PROOF. We firstdefineC2 to be A-free on generatorscfj of degree
21+ 2Jwithci,id= zoo;thenby Lemma 2.2.1, the terms
d

d

C2

Cl-+

Z2

Co

formpart of a minimalresolutionof Z2 over A. Since z e C1and zd = 0,
we have
z = Z, ,ajjcj,,)d
By consideringdegrees,all the termsin this sum have j < k. Thus we
have
Z

=

Eij

;J<k ai,jZj

.

We may apply Theorems3.7.1, 3.6.2; since (Cokerd(k- 1)). = 0 if n< 2k,
we find
[X(U)1=Eij;=<kai
0

-

,? ,(u)

(mod zero) .

This proves the lemma.
For the next lemma, we take an integerk > 2 and suppose that u e
Hm(X)(m > 0) is a class such that Sq (2r)u= 0 for 0 < r ? k and
Sq(2k)Sq(2k+l)(U) = 0
LEMMA4.3.3. There is a formula
"DO0,k+1Sq(2
k+)

(U)

=

aoiJk
+

r

(aI) , Jkyj(u)

5i5kak
i =-k - I

iSq(2

kl)

(U)

+

XkSq(2k+2)

(U)
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in whicha,,J,,e A, a,,, e A and X, e Z2. It holdsmodulothetotalindeterminacy of bothsides. The coefficient
a,,,,, of 1DO,k satisfies
(41(3*2k)+ 52(2k))aO,,k = 1 .
We require this formula in order to apply it to a power y2k of the fundamental class y in complex projective space. The actual value of X, is not
relevant, although at a later stage in our calculations it would be possible
to show that X,,= 0.
This lemma should be considered as strictlyanalogous to Lemma 4.3.1;
it is another application of the theorems of ? 3.7. The only difference is
that we do not propose to carry out the calculations explicitly.
We begin by constructing a partial minimal resolution
C11'

C11

CO'

M .

Here M is the module of Theorem 2.6.2, except that the integer k of that
theorem is replaced by (k + 1). Thus, M is a module whose Z2-base consists of three elements m, Sq(2+1)m,

Sq(2k+2)m.

We take CO to be free on one generator c", and define s" by c"s" =m.
We know, by Theorem 2.6.2, that C ' will require generators c'(0 < i < k),
c'*of degrees 2', 3. 2 , plus other generators of degrees t>3. 2?+1. By
Lemma 2.2.1, it is sufficientto specify cM'd"',cl*dl', etc., in a suitable
fashion. We may take
cf'd"= Sq(2')c", cldl' = Sq (2k)Sq (2k 1)c .
The choice of d"' on the other generators does not concern us.
We postpone the construction of d"', in order to indicate how we propose to apply Theorem 3.7.2. Using the notations of that theorem, we
shall take d: C1 COto be d(k + 1), as used in ? 4.2 to define I0,k+l. We
shall take C' to be the submodule of C ' generated by the c"'(0 ? i < k)
and c'; we take CO = CO' and d' = d Cl.
The map pO: CO CO will be defined by
-

cpO

= Sq (2 + )c')

Since this induces a map from Co/dC1to M1 it is possible to construct a
so that p1d"'= dpo. By considering dimensions we see
map pl: C1 Cthat Pi will map into C1.
The map Pi may be taken in any way; we only require the following
property.
LEMMA 4.3.4.

If
cop1 =

aic

(a, e A)
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then
e(2k +'l)a,,

PROOF. Set h =

We definea

1
If a, b e I(A), we have

2k?1.

-

sh+1(ab) = (nha) (tjb) + (sta) (nIb) .
function5: CO Z2 by setting

~(ac")

=

t+a.

~(copjd')

=

(LOI

Thus
=

581ao

)c")

i:kaSq(2
.

But
5(codpo)= 4(Sq'Sqhc )

=1.
This provesthe lemma.
We now revertto the construction
of C '. We knowby Theorem2.6.2,
that C

'

will require generators

i + 1) of degrees 2i + 2'
cl'j (O i < j ? kjt
of degrees21+ 3.2k
(O _ i < k,i # k -1)
c11*
of degree 2k-1 + 2k+2
c'*'*
plus othergeneratorsof degreest > 3.2 ?1 Using Lemma2.2.1, we may
constructd"' as follows. Definean embeddinge: Cl(k) C"' by cie = c"'.
Then we may take
-

zjd" = z je, c,
c*

*d" =

Zi kPl

d it=

Zk-lk+lPj

The choiceof d"' on the othergeneratorsdoes not concernus.
We nowobservethat ZOk+lPlis a cycle in C"'. Thus it lies in Im d"', and
musthave the followingform:
(4.3.5)

ZO=k+lPl

=

OK,<J9k

ajjje)

Sincek > 2, thereis no termin Zk-lk+lpl,

+ EO?i?ka%,k(ZikP1)

degrees.Applybyconsidering

ing Theorems3.7.2, 3.7.1, 3.6.2, we obtainthe formulawhichwas to be
proved.
about the coefficient
It remainsonlyto obtainthe requiredinformation
Z2 by setting
ao ,k To this end, we definea function5: C'
-
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<kaLC1) = (5,(2k)X2(2k))ao

+ 0O

s(a*c"

We shall apply 5 to both sides of the equation (4.3.5). We firstnote that
*(581(2 )U22)) = 51(2k)2(2

01+

k)

(41(3 2k) +

2(2 ))

+ 51(2k1) 0 51(2k1) + 51(2k) (0
In particular, 01(2k)M2(2k)
sible by 2k.

(ab)

0 51(2k)

2(2 ) + 1 0 51(2)U2(2 k)

0 unless deg (a) and deg (b) are both divi-

=

Let us expand ZO,k+l in the form
=

ZO,k+l

(bie A)

bbici

EO:?ik1

Then we have
~(ZOk+lPl)

=

But deg(bi) = 20 + 2k+1 - 2%, which is odd unless i
Then
cOp1= Eafic.

=

0. Let us write

t(Zo,k+A~) = t(bo(copj))
(01(2 k+)bo) (e1(2k

-

l)ao)

= 1 9

using Lemma 2.2.2. (for bo)and Lemma 4.3.4 (for ao).
Let us apply 5 to the right-hand side of the equation (4.3.5). We have
deg(a Jk)
deg(a,

k)

2i - 2

=

20 + 2k+2

=

20 + 2k _ 2i

-

and these are odd, except in the cases with i = 0. Moreover,
deg(ao j,)

=

2k+2 -

2J,

and this is not divisible by 2k, except in the case j
only to evaluate
~(aO k k (ZO,ke))

s

=

k. Thus it remains

(aO,k(ZO,A~))

We deal with the latter first. In C1, let us write Zo k =E EO;;;k bic , with
a new set of coefficientsbi in A. Let us write

+
cipi = bi*
,o*jkbi

jc

Then
5(aOk(ZokPl)) = (51(2k)2(2 k))

(aO,kEOj

kbibiO)

Here we have
deg(aO,)

=

2,

2deg(bi) = 20 + 2k _
=
deg(b,,O) 2i + 2k+1 -

20.
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Thus
=

t(ao,k(ZO,kpl))

(01(2k)aok),O?ik(k2(2

Let us writezOke

Lastly, we considert(aOkk(zOke))
5(aO

=

kk(ZOke))

([51(3

k)bibio) = 0

.2k)

= (41(3*2k)

+
+

=

i

Then

(k1(2k)bo)
U%(2k)]aOk k)
2(2 k))aO,kk

We concludethat
(41(3 2k) +

U%(2k))aO k,k

1

This completesthe proofof Lemma 4.3.3.
4.4. The operationT in P6. In this sectionwe findthe value of that
operationwhichis needed to start the inductionin ? 4.5.
Let P be complexprojectivespace of infinitely-many
dimensions;let y
be a generatorof H2(P), so that H*(P) is a polynomialalgebra (over Z2)
generatedby y. Let 'P be the operationdefinedin ? 4.2.
THEOREM
4.4.1. p(y)

=

y3.

The operation P is definedon y because the elements Sq1y,Sq3y and
Sq4y are zero. It is definedmodulozero because the elementsSq2y2and
Sq4yare zero.
Before provingTheorem4.4.1, we insertsome remarkson its proof.
It is easy to show(byconsideringtheuniversalexample)thatifu e H2(X)
is any class such that Sq1(u) = 0, we have
p(u) = [Xu3]

X. Theorem4.4.1 is thereforeequivalentto the
forsome fixedcoefficient
propositionthat if u is any class such that Sqlu = 0, we have
P(u)

=

[u3]

It would be desirable,in some ways, to provethis latter propositionby
This is indeed possible,
argumentslyingwhollyinsidehomology-theory.
by using the methodsof Steenrodand Adem (see [32], [5]) to give a constructionfor P and to discuss its properties. However,to employsuch
methodshere wouldlengthenthe presentpaperbya chapter;forbrevity,
therefore,we make an ad hoc applicationof the methodsof homotopy
theory.
In fact, the space P maybe decomposedas a CW-complexS2UE4 UE6 U
* UE2nU *.**, where the subcomplexS2 u E4 UE6 U... UE2nis just
P2n , the complex projectivespace of n complexdimensions.The stable
cohomologyoperationsin H*(P) dependon the attachingmaps of these
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cells, or rather,on theirstable or S-homotopyclasses.
The attachingmap forE4 is just the Hopf map r2:S3
S2. Similarly,
the attaching map vr: S5 P4 for E6 is just the usual fibering,with fibre
SP4 be the suspensionof mr,and let Si: S3
S1. Let Str: S6
SP4 be
the suspensionof the embeddingi: S2
P4.
LEMMA4.4.2. In r6(SP4)we have
-

-

{St}- = (Si)*,

wherew is a generatorof wr6(S3).
This lemmais essentiallydue to H. Toda [33,Chapter7]; but unfortunately,he does not state it explicitly. A varietyof proofsare available;
the neatest I have seen is the following,forwhichI am indebtedto Dr.
I. M. James. It dependson the followinglemma.
LEMMA4.4.3. Let B=S U En U En+" be a q-spherebundle over sn
decomposedinto cells in the obvious way. Let a e Wrn_(Rq+1)
be the
characteristicelementfor B. and let fie rn+?q-l(S1
U En) betheattaching
element for En+,. Then

? (Si)*(w),

SO=

where
(Si)*: Irn+q(Sq+l)

Irn+q(S(S

U En))

is theinjectionand w is obtainedfrom a bytheHopf construction.
This lemmais cognatewiththe workdonein [20](see ? 7 in particular).
For the application,we take q = 2, n = 4, and take B to be the standard fibering
S2

,+

-

S4

and hence w is a generatorof
The element a is a generatorof w3(R3),

r6(S3).

We now proceedto deduce Theorem4.4.1 fromLemma 4.4.2. We need
one morelemma. Let K = Sn UE n+4 be a complex(withn > 5) in which
the class of the attachingmap is 2rv, wherev is a generatorof wrn+3(Sn)
and r is an integer.
LEMMA4.4.4. P: Hn (K)

is odd.

Hn+4(K) is zero if r is even, non-zero if r

PROOF. We firstobservethat T is defined,and is definedmodulozero,

because

Sq4:

Hn (K)

Hn+4(K)
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is zero. We now constructa space X, equivalentto K, as follows;take
the mapping-cylinder
of a map f: S+3
Sn representing
P; then attach
a cell En+4to Sn+3 by a map of degree 2r. Let Y be the subspace
En+4U Sn+3. We shall applyAxiom5, ? 3.6, to the pair X, Y. Inspecting
the exact cohomologysequence of this pair, we see that we may take
generatorsas follows.
-f

u e Hn(X, Y),
v e HIn+3(Y)

j*U e Hn(X)
Sv e Hn+4(X,

,

W e Hn+4(X)

e

i*w

Y)

Hn+4(y)

We have Sq'u = 0, Sq3u = 0, Sq4u = Sv, and Sq1v= r(i*w). By Axiom
5, i*p(j*u) = r(i*w) and henceT(j*u) = rw. This provesLemma4.4.4.
We now proveTheorem4.4.1. ConsiderS3P6, the threefoldsuspension
of P6. By Lemma 4.4.2, the attaching map of S3E6 lies in the class
where w is some generatorof r6(S3). But S3w = 2rP withr
(S3i)*(S21w),
odd. Let K be a complex,as consideredin Lemma 4.4.4, forn = 5 and
this value of r; thenthereis a map f: K5 S3P6 inducingisomorphisms
of H5, H9. Since T is non-zeroin K by Lemma 4.4.4, it is non-zeroin
S3P6. Since T commuteswithsuspension,it is non-zeroin P6, and hence
in P. This completesthe proofof Theorem4.4.1.
We remarkthat the operationT is by no means the only secondary
operationin P which we can evaluate directly. In particular,one can
evaluate 10,2(y4t) using James's resultson the attachingmaps in quaternionicprojectivespaces-see (2.10a) of [19].
-

4.5. The operations ),,j in P. In this section we shall obtain the
values of the operations >,j when theyact in complex projectivespace
dimensions.We writeP forthis projectivespace, and
of infinitely-many
writey forthe generatorof H2(P), so that H*(P) is a polynomialalgebra
(over Z2) generatedby y. The Steenrodsquares in H*(P) are easily calculated; we have
Sq2k+1(Yt)

Sq 2k(yt)

=

0

=

(t - k, k)yt+k

(Here (h, k) stands forthe (mod2) binomialcoefficient
(h + k)!/h!k!).
with
a
associated
an
Let X be operation
pair (d(j), z) (usingthe notation
of ? 4.2). Then X is definedon yt if and onlyif Sq(2r)(yt)=0 for0?r<j.
that t-0 mod2'. Now set deg(x)=
For this,it is necessaryand sufficient
is a coset in a zero
n; and supposethat n < 21+1. If n is odd, then X(yW)
the
Steenrod
group. If n is even, we shouldexamine
operationsar which
of X (and are definedby z = 1arcr). We see
enterintothe indeterminacy
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deg(a,) = n + 1

-

2r.

If r>0, this degree is odd, so that ar contributesnothingto the indeterminacy. On the otherhand, if r = 0, then this degree is n; and if t_ 0
mod 2', then
a0H2t(P) = 0

for any aOin A such that deg(aj) = n < 2'+1. We concludethat X(yt),if
definedat all, has zero indeterminacy.
In particular, we conclude that

(Dj(yt)

is defined if and only if t

0

mod 2J;that its indeterminacy
is thenzero; and that it is zero (since of
odd degree) unless i = 0, j > 2.
For our next result,whichgives the values of the 4?o.j, we set h = 2J.
4.5.1.

THEOREM

10)oj(y')

=

tyh(t+1/2)

PROOF. We firstobtain the case j = 2, t = 1. In fact, by applying
Lemma 4.3.1 to the case u = y and using Theorem4.4.1, we see
(DO, 2(y4)=

=

=o,2(Sq4Sq2y)

+ XSq'Oy

Sq6gy

=

Sq6y3

=

y6.

This case serves to start an induction. Suppose, as an inductivehypothesis,thatwe have establishedthe resultforall j < k (wherek>2) and
forthe case j = k, t = 1. We now note thatif Xis any secondaryopera= 0
tion associated with d(k) such that deg(X) < h = 2k, then X(yht)
(modulo zero). This is immediateby Lemma 4.3.2, using the inductive
hypothesis.We also note that it is possibleto applythe Cartan formula
(Theorem3.9.4) in case d = d' = d" = d(k)(withthe notationsof ?? 3.9,
4.2). We will verifythe main conditionon d, d' and d" imposedin ? 3.9.
In fact, if u, v are such that Sq(2r)u = 0, Sq(2r)v= 0 for 0 ? r < k,
then Sql(u) = 0, Sql(v) = 0 for1 < i ? 2k;by the ordinaryCartan formula [11], we deduce Sql(uv) = 0 for1 < i < 2k; a fortiori Sq(2r)(uv)=0
for 0

< r

<

k.

We can thus obtain the resultforj = k and any t, by inductionover
t, using Theorem3.9.4. In fact, suppose
(DO,k(Y")

=

(where h = 2k).

tyh(t+1/2)

Then
4)O,k(+)

=

40,k(Y'

-

(DO,k(Y

Y)

).i +

Yht .Ok(Yh)

(by Theorem3.9.4, since the intermediatetermsyieldzero). That is
4)0,k (Yh8

~l)

(t +

l)yh(t?3/2)
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This completesthe inductionovert; we have obtainedthe resultforj?< k
and all t.
We now apply Lemma 4.3.3 to the class u = yh, where h = 2k. The

left-handside of the formula yields F0,,+1(y"2), modulo zero. On the right,

the termXSq(2k+2)u

yieldszero. The termai

kDi kSq (2k+l)u

yields zero,

modulozero,bywhatwe havealreadyproved.The termajJkDiJu

yields

zero, modulo zero, except in the case i = 0,j = k. In this case, I>0k(u)
becomes y3h/2, modulozero. Now, we easily see that if a e A3M, then
a.*y3/= (=[41(3*2 k)

2(2 k)]a)y3h.

+

Using the last part of Lemma 4.3.3, we conclude that the term
yieldsy3h, modulozero, and

ao k + Ok(u)

Ok?

(y2h)

=

y3h

We have provedthe resultforthe case j = k + 1, t = 1. This completes
the inductionover k; Theorem4.5.1 is proved.
4.6. Thefinal relation. In this sectionwe obtainthe relationrequired
to carryout the argumentindicatedin Chapter1.
Take an integer k ? 3. Let u e Hml(X)(m> 0) be a class such that
Sq(2r)u = 0 for0 < r < k.
THEOREM4.6.1. There is a relation
O:i:J:k

a j,kmi, Au)

=

[Sq(2 kl)u]

(independentof X) whichholds modulothe total indeterminacyof the
left-handside.
PROOF. Let us considerthe firstfew terms
d,,Ci

di

Co

Z2

of a minimalresolutionof Z2, as constructedin ?? 4.2, 4.3. Let us choose
a cyclez in C2such that (hoh2)(Oz) = 1; this is possibleby Theorem2.5.1,
since k ? 3. Let us writez = E Ja,J
By consideringdegrees and
see
that
we
this sum consistsof terms
is
using the fact that d1 minimal,
withj ? k. By Lemma 2.2.2, we have
1(2k)aokk=

k

1

Since z is a cycle,we have
0 = zd =

(Ei iajJAJd)

=

F

jaiJ

kZiJ

Now, this relationholdsin the submoduleC1(k)of C1. Appealingto the
theoremsof ?? 3.6, 3.7, we findthe requiredrelation
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Of Jkai,
J$9i+l

.kAi,

[XSq(2k+1)u].

=

(u)

X.
It remainsonlyto determinethe coefficient
To do this, we applybothsides to a power yh (where h = 2k) of the
of the left-hand
fundamentalclass y in H2(P). The total indeterminacy
side yieldsXy2h. By ? 4.5 (and Theorem
side is thenzero. The right-hand
4.5.1 in particular),each termon the left-handside yieldszero, modulo
zero, except the term
= aokkY
h/2
(mod zero)
aokkI0,k(yh)
But we see that forany a e A,, we have
-h

(2

Wa)y

2h

Since haOksk = 1, we have X = 1, and the proofis complete.
This establishes the decomposabilityof Sq1 for i = 2r,r > 4, which
implies that the correspondinggroups r2i_1(Se)contain no elementsof
Hopf invariantone.
ADDENDUM

1. The paper to whichthis is an addendummakesuse of the following
as a key lemma:
LEMMA1. Let P denotecomplex projective space of infinitely-many

letu bethegenerator
of H2(P;
dimensions;
operationassociated withtherelation
Sq4Sq1 + Sq2Sq3

+

Sq'Sq4

Z2);

=

letT be thesecondary

0.

Then we have
N(u)

= u3

(See Theorem4.4.1).
It is the object of this addendumto give a simpleproofof thislemma.
We will actuallyprove:
class such that Sqlu = 0.
LEMMA2. Let u e H2(X; Z2) be a cohomology
Then thecoset Tu containstheelementU3.
The proofto be given employsa methodwhichI owe to A. Liulevicius;
he uses it in his treatmentof the problemof "elementsof Hopf invariant
one modp." I am most gratefulto him for interestingletters on this
subject. Liulevicius,in turn, ascribes the basic idea of his methodto
W. Browder.
2. The basic idea ofthe methodis as follows. One considersa universal
example consistingof a space E and a class v e H*(E; Zp), as in ?3.3.
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Then the loop-spaceShE and the suspensionav e H*(Sh2E;Zp) constitute
anotheruniversalexample,in whichthe dimensionshave been decreased
by one. It is possiblethat the space S2E maybe equivalentto a Cartesian
productX x Y, althoughthe space E does not split in the same way.
If this happens, then the Pontrjagin productin H*(f2E; Z.) gives us
a ring-structure
on
H*(X; Zj) 0 H*(Y; Zv);
in general,thisring-structure
does notsplitas the tensor-product
of ringstructuresonH*(X; Z,) and H*( Y; Z.,). Sincetheelementav e H*(f2E; Z,)
is primitive,it is possibleto make deductionsabout its value.
3. We will now apply this methodto our case. In what follows,all
cohomologygroups have coefficients
in the groupZ2 In orderto prove
Lemma 2, it is sufficient
to proveit whenu is the fundamentalclass in
a suitable universalexample. The universalexampleswe mustconsider
are those used to defineP; theycan be constructedas follows.
For any positiveintegern, let K(Z2, n), K(Z2, n + 1), K(Z2, n + 3) and
K(Z2,n + 4) be Eilenberg-MacLanespaces of the types indicated; we
supposethat the firstis a CW-complex,and write bnfor its fundamental class. Then thereis a map
H*(X x Y; Zp)

m: K(Z2, n) -

K(Z2, n + 1) x K(Z2, n + 3) x K(Z2, n + 4)

whichmaps the fundamentalclasses on the right-handside into Sq'bn,
Sq3bn,Sq4bn. The map m induces fibre-spaceover K(Z2, n) with fibre
K(Z2, n) x K(Z2, n + 2) x K(Z2, n + 3); this fibre-spacewe call En.
If we writefin,, fn,2, fn,3 forthe fundamentalclasses in the fibreof Ens
then we have
1fno =

Sqlbn

rfn,2 = Sq3bn

rf 3= Sq4b .
H+4 (En) which serves as a universal example for P
The class Vn+4eH
satisfies
iXvn4 == Sq4fnh'
+Sq 2fn2 + Sq' fn'3

This conditiondefinesvn+4uniquely,so long as n is sufficiently
large.
It would be equivalent,however,to induceour fiberingin two stages;
firstinducea fiberingEn withfibreK(Z2, n) over K(Z2, n); theninduce a
fiberingEn"withfibreK(Z2, n + 2) x K(Z2, n + 3) over Ens If we adopt
this procedure,the firststage evidentlygives En = K(Z4, n); therefore
we may regardEn as a fiberingwithbase K(Z4, n) and fibre
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K(Z., n + 2) x K(Z2, n + 3).
the symbolsbn,fn2, f n3 forthe fundamentalclasses
Let us re-appropriate
in these spaces; we have
Tlf

n,=

Sq3bn

Tf n, 3Sq4bn

i*vn+4= Sq2fn2 + Sq'f n,3
We will now examine what happens to En when n is small. Let us
take n = 3; we findthat E3 is equivalent to a productX x K(Z,, 6),
owing to the fact that Sq4 vanishes on classes of dimension3. We
can thereforechoose a class gl e HI(E3) whose image in the fibre
K(Z, 5) x K(Z., 6) is the fundamentalclass in the secondfactor. Similarly, let us take n= 2; we find that E, is equivalent to a product
K(Z4, 2) x K(Z2, 4) x K(Z2, 5), owingto the fact that Sq3 and Sq4 vanish
on classes of dimension 2. We can therefore choose classes
g4e H4(E2), g5e H'(E2) whose images in the fibreK(Z2, 4) x K(Z2, 5)
are the fundamentalclasses. Let g2e H2(E2) be the fundamentalclass.
We can now writedownthe followingbase forH'(E2):
(g2)3

(134g2),

g2g4,

Sq2g4,

Sqlg5.

We wish to knowhow the elementv6can be expressed in terms of this
base.
SinceE2 is equivalentto f2E3,we are preciselyin the situationenvisaged
it correspondsto UV2
in ? 2. In fact, v' is primitive,since by construction
thenthe homoproduct:
the
Let
denote
A2E3.
in the equivalenceE2,-%jep
morphismp* of H'(E2) is determinedby the followingequations.
(1 ) f*g2 g21 + 1 (Dg2
(2) p*g4 g41 + g2'?g2 + 1lg4
(3) p*g = g5? 1 + 1Qg5.
Here the equation (1) holdsfordimensionalreasons; while(3) holds providedwe chooseg' to correspondto ag', as we evidentlymay. As for(2),
the only alternativeis to suppose that g4 is primitive;and if it were
primitive,then (for dimensionalreasons) it would be the suspension
of someelementy5e H'(E3); this wouldsatisfyi'y' = f32, contradicting
the fact that zf3,2= Sq3b3# 0.
It is now easy to calculate such values as

(? g2+ g20 (g2)2+ 1 (g2)3
_(g2)3(? 1 + (g2)2
*(g2)3
Y g2 + g2 (g2)2+ 10Sq2g4
PI*(Sq2g4)Sq2g401 + (g2)2

We findthe followingbase of primitiveelementsin H'(E,):
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(fl4g2)9,

+

Sq2g4'

Sq2f2'2 +

Sq1f22,3

(g2)3

Sq g5.

Since
i* V6 =

we have
v6=

forsome X e

Z2.

X(4g2)2

+

of P(g2)
Now,theindeterminacy

the followingbase:

Sq2g4,

?Y

+

Sq2g4

+

Sqlg5

Q of H6(E2)whichhas
is a subgroup

(134g2)2

,

Sql g5

.

P(g2)
thatcosetofQ whichcontainsv6.Thereis bydefinition
Moreover,
theproof.
foreP(g2) contains(g2)3. Thiscompletes
TRINITY HALL, CAMBRIDGE
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